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Preface

A workshop on Transport in open-ended systems was held at the Institute

of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, July 30 - August 3, 1984 as a part of

the US-Japan Joint Institute for Fusion Theory Program.

There wera five American participants and eighteen Japanese

participants. The American delegation was led by Dr. R.H. Cohen of Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory. In addition, several experimentalists

including two Americans from the General Atomic Team at RFC-XX, participated

part time.

The background and motivation for the workshop are mentioned in the

following workshop summary. These proceedings include the summary report of

each working group and a summary of each oral paper. An attendance list, and

the agenda are also included in these proceedings.

The workshop has been very successful as the first "working workshop".

All participants were very active and the session chairmen effectively led and

organized the individual discussions.

Particularly, I would like to acknowledge Dr. R.H. Cohen for his

cooperation in the organization of the workshop as head of the US delegation.

Finally, I would like to express my thanks to Miss A. Yamada and Miss M.

Higuchi who acted as workshop secretaries during the workshop.

Tetsuo Kamimura

Institute of Plasma Physics

Nagoya University



Summary of Workshop

R.H. Cohen and T. Kamimura

Background

The United States fusion program includes ongoing analytic and

computational efforts in the theory of transport in tandem mirrors as well as

other nonaxisymmetric devices (stellarator, bumpy torus). At the time this

workshop was being organized, it was apparent that similar problems were being

addressed by the groups working on these various machines. Transport

phenomena associated with nonaxisymmetry were being observed on several

experiments (TMX, TMX-Upgrade, EBT). In addition, some results from TMX-U and

Phaedrus suggested a deleterious effect of RF on confinement.

In Japan, the theoretical effort in transport is at present much

smaller. There have been studies of particle orbits, some analytic modeling

of RF effects, and Monte Carlo studies of transport coefficients. There has

been no work on a transport code for tandem mirrors, but a code by D. Hastings

has been implemented at Nagoya to study transport in the Nagoya Bumpy Torus

(NBT). Experimentally, many interesting results have recently become

available on assymmetries induced by ICRH and ECRH (in RFC-XX and GAMMA-10),

on potential profiles in NBT, and on the effect of potential control plates in

GAMMA-10.

Motivation for Workshop

This workshop was motivated by the availability if increasing amounts of

data on transport in both countries, by the growing interest in understanding

this data among Japanese theorists, by the appearance closely related

phenomena in the transport theory of different nonaxi symmetric devices, and by
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an increased recognition of the possibilities for and benefits of increased

communications and collaboration between Japanese and Americans working on

these problems. Because of the third point, it was decided to broaden the

scope of the workshop to include stellarators and bumpy tori as well as tandem

mirrors. As the oral talks pointed out, electrostatic potential and RF

effects are crucial and commom to all of these devices. Increased

collaboration seems especially likely now as computer links between our two

national programs are being established. (In fact, essentially all of the

international arrangements for this workshops were made via the IIS MFE

Computer Center link to Nagoya.) Since a number of unanswered questions

concerning the role of azimuthal electric fields, the determination of the

radial electric field, and mechanisms by which RF affects transport have

arisen, it was decided to have a "working workshop". Two topics (azimuthal

electric fields and rf effects) were agreed upon in advance (April, 1984) and

participants were asked to explore these topics in advance of the workshop.

The workshop itself consisted of a limited period for oral talks, followed by

an extended period of small group discussions, in order to answer, or at least

begin to answer, some of these questions.

Summary of Oral Sessions

Twenty one oral talks were presented as shown in the attached Agenda.

The theoretical talks divided into three general areas: transport due to

nonaxisymmetric confinement fields with particular emphasis on the role of the

electrostatic potential (8 papers); effects of RF on symmetry and transport

(6 papers) and four papers not directly related to radial transport but which

may lead to future transport work. In addition, three experimental papers

were presented in order to familiarize workshop participants with relevant

results from GAMMA-10, RFC-XX and NBT. Most participants found the
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experimental talks to be extremely useful. A summary of each of the oral

papers is attached.

Organization of Subgroups

Since the oral talks indicated a division of interest into transport

associated with asymmetric confining fields and RF effects, it was decided to

form two working groups. Each group listed outstanding questions and then

settled on two issues for detailed discussion. The report of each group

follows. As the working sessions indicate, the "working" workshops format

works both working groups produced some concrete results.

Impact and Future Possibilities

We believe this workshop has had and will have a beneficial effect on the

development of transport tiieory in both countries. By focusing on specific

topics for several months in advance, a number of new ideas on potential and

RF effects had emerged by the time the workshop began. There was a

substantial and perhaps unprecedented degree of interaction among the

participants from each country during the pre-workshop period. The workshop

working sessions during the workshop clarified outstanding issues on how the

radial potential profile should be determined in nonaxisymmetric devices, and

furthered the understanding of how RF effects transport. The latter subject

is still in its infancy; the workshop should hasten its maturation. The

workshop will assist future modelling of transport processes in both the US

and Japan, and should provide needed background for building transport codes

for stellarators and tandem mirrors in Japan.

Recommendations

We make the following recommendations:
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1) Schedule another workshop on transport in nonaxisymmetric systems in two

years.

2) Maintain and develop individual contacts between US and Japanese

researchers.

3) Researchers from both countries should make every effort to cross check

transport theory with detailed experimental results.
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US-Japan Workshop on Transport in Open Ended Systems

July 30 - August 3, 1984

IPP, Nagoya, Japan

Agenda

Monday, July 30, 1984

Registration

Opening Address: Y.H. Ichikawa

Chairman: T. Hatori

: Transport in TMX-Upgrade; RF Effects, Azimuthal

Fields and Experimental Results (50 min.)

: Thermal Barrier and Plug Potential Formation in

Tandem Mirror GAMMA-10 (Simulation ) (25 min.)

H. Hojo : RF Induced Radial Transport in Tandem Mirrors

(25 min.)

15:10 - 15:25 Coffee Break

15:25 - Chairman: T- Watanabe

P. Catto : Induced Azimuthal Electr ic Field on Tandem Transport

and Ambi po lar i ty (50 min.)

M. Inutake : Recent Experiments in the GAMMA-10 (35 min.)

M. Aizawa : Radial Transport Caused by Col l is ions (25 miri.)

12

13

13

:30

:00

:30 -

R.

I .

Chi

Cohen

Katanuma
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Tuesday, July 31, 1984

9:00 - Chairman: M. Wakatani

J. Callen : Transport Issues in Phuedrus-Type Plasmas (50 rain.)

T. Watanabe : Potential Geieration by Lower Hybrid Waves

(25 rain.)

10:15 - 10:25 Coffee Break

10:25 - Chairman: J . Fukuyatna

K. Sato : Bounce Resonance Heating and Radial Transport of

Electrons (25 min.)

H. I r i e : Electron Dynamics ana Transport in a Mirror Field

(25 min.)

A. Ishida : Low Frequency InstaDi l i ty in a Mirror Field

(25 min.)

11:40 - 13:20 Lunch

13:20 - Chairman: J . Callen

P. Parks : Model of Azimuthal Nonuniformities Induced by ICRF

in the RFC-XX Devices (50 min.)

S. Okamura : Azimuthal Symmetricity and Current Balance Study of

ICRH-Produced Plasma in RFC-XX-M (35 min.)

T. Hatori : Broken Ambipolarity for the Radial Diffusion

due to a Rotating RF Field (25 min.)

15:10 - 15:25 Coffee Break

15:25 - Chairman: D. Hastings

T. Shoji : ECH and ICRH Effects on Ambipolar Potential

in NBT-1M (35 min.)
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T. Kamimura : Transports Studies of ECH and ICRH-Heated Bumpy

Torus Plasma in NBT-1M (25 min.)

J . Todoroki : Guiding Center Distr ibut ion Function and

Longitudinal Invariant (25 min.)

Y. Ohsawa : Enhanced Energy Relaxation in Hot Electron Plasma

(25 min.)

Wednesday, August 1. 1984

9:00 - Chairman: J . Todoroki

0. Hastings : Analytic and Numerical Calculation of Self-

Consistent Electr ic Fields in Stel larators

(50 min.)

K. Hanatani : Behavior of Helical ly Trapped Particles

in a Non-Axisymmetric Toroidal Devices (25 min.)

M. Wakatani : Effect of Non-Circularity on Neo-Classical Transport

in Hel io t ron- l i ke Configurations (25 min.)

10:40 - 11:00 Coffee Break

11:00 - Co-Chairmen: R. Cohen and T. Kamimura

Discussion for Working Session

11:40 - 13:00 Lunch

13:00 - 17:00 Working Session

18:00 - 20:00 Group Dinner



Thursday, August 2, 1984

9:00 - 17:00 Working Session

Friday, August 3, 1984

9:00 - 12:00 Working Session

13:00 - Co-Chairmen: R. Cohen and T. Kamimura

Summary Talks of Working Groups

and Discussion Session

16:00 Closing
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DC-Section - Summary Report

Co-C'nairmen P. Catto, J. Todoroki and M. Wakatani

Potential Effect in Transport due to

Non-axisymmetric Confining Field

The neoclassical transport working session began by l i s t i n g the following

f ive topics of discussions:

(1) mu 1 i. ip]<: ambipolar- roots

(2) non-'1axwell ian dist r ibut ions

(3) potential control

(4) large azimuthal precissions in tandem transi t ion regions

(5) azimuthal e lect r ic f ie ld dependence along the magnetic f i e l d .

Topics (4) and (5) were thought to be too specialized. However, both were

discussed b r i e f l y . The interest in (4) occurs because rapid spins a l ter the

step per bounce so that the ion transport coeff icient in tandems is

modified. These spins are important for understanding GAMMA-10 and MFTF-3

type tandem mirrors because in the absence of spin in the quadrapole f i e l d

region there is no resonant transport. Topic (5) was mentioned because the

poloidal e lect r ic f i e l d E9 is driven by the radial magnetic d r i f t s but is not

necessarily localized to the regions of large radial steps. In tandem mirrors

where the radial steps are localized to the t ransi t ion coi l regions E9 may

extend the entire axial length of the machine.

The discussion of potential control occurred because the bumpy torus and

Stel larator part icipants inquired as to whether a related technique might be

used in the i r devices to control the operating regime. Since more than one

ambipolar operating point may be possible in non-ambipolar devices such as

tandem mirrors, bumpy t o r i , and s te l la ra tors , potential control was thought to

provide a possible means of changing the operation condit ions. During the
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discussion it was also observed that various fueling techniques might be a

more practical way of controlling the operating regime in a toroidal device

since the inner field line are not accessible as they are in tandems.

As a result, of the discussion of topic (3) the group was quite naturally

lead to a discussion of the multiple ambipolar roots or operating points

observed in transport models of tandem mirrors, bumpy tori and steliarators.

The group agreed this topic was of general enough interest that it would be

the main focus of the working session, but that some time would be spend

discussing non-Maxwellian distributions once topic (1) was completed.

In order to discuss topic (1) effectively it was decided to attempt to

construct a very simple analytic model with no temperature gradients that

exhibited multiple ambipolar operating points. In this way it was hoped that

the normal graphical techniques could be re-examined to see whether an

alternate procedure might prove more useful. The problem with the graphical

method normally employ for bumpy tori and stellarator is that the particle

flux of each species is plotted versus radial electric field E for a fixed

value of the radial logarithmic derivative of the density, n'/n. Since the

fixed value of n'/n does not normally satisfy the conservation of particle

equation the plots can be misleading. The most difficult problem being that

it was not clear whether the particle flux remained constant when a transition

to another root occurred at some radius. Consequently, it was decided to

adopt the alternate technique employed in tandem mirrors in order to determine

whether additional insight and understanding was possible. The hope was that

this alternate graphical method would provide a reasonable means of describing

a plasma whose transport equations permitted more than one solution for a

specified model with prescribed boundary conditions.

By adopting simple, but reasonable, models for the electron and ion

diffusion coefficients in a torus it was hoped the conditions for operating at

an electron ambipolar root (E>0) might be clarified. Moreover, by considering
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a model with multiple roots the group could then discuss the physical basis

for picking one root as being more meaningful than any others.

The model adopted is given in detail in the attached appendix but

consists of the following two equations:

(i) ambipolarity : re = r̂  and

(ii) particle conservation re' = S

where Ij is the species flux (e for electrons and i for ions ) and S

represents a source, which normally depends on the local density. The fluxes

were written as

re = - De (n
1 +f-E) and r. = Di (n

1 - ̂ - E)
e i

with the model diffusion coefficients

D = d and D. =

where d and a are positive constants. By using rg = r̂  to obtain n'/n as a

functional of E, n' could be eliminated from the re' = S equation.

Integrating from r=0 to r using re(r=0)=O then gave re as a function of E

rather than E and n'/n. Since n'/n was eliminated self-consistently a plot of

re vs E no longer contained misleading and unnecessary information. This

alternate graphical model allowed the group to study several questions, and

then make the conclusions and observations that follow:

(i) The alternate graphical model is superior to the normal graphical model

because it insures that the particle flux remains continuous when the

mathematical solution jumps to another root at some radius. It demonstrates

the discontinuous behavior in n1, E, and D̂  during root jumping can occur even

when the flux is continuous. Moreover, the alternate graphical method

indicated a need to re-examine the desirability of operating at the electron
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root (E>0).

(ii) The model diffusion coefficients permitted more than one solution to the

mathematical equations so that our simple model exhibited the root jumping

observed in more sophisticated analytic and numerical treatments. Our

graphical analysis demonstrated that root jumping could occur so that a

physical basis was required to determine which root would arise in a physical

system.

(iii) It was also observed that in the absence of fluctuations the final state

can depend on the initial preparation of the system. However, with a

sufficiently large level of fluctuations the system will settle into the state

with the lowest entropy production rate since it will be the state closest to

equilibrium.

(iv) Finally, the group noted that temperature gradient effects were not

discussed but will substantially complicate the graphical analysis. However,

the basic graphical technique will remain valid and continue to be an

improvement on the further technique.

After concluding the discussion of topic (1) the effects of non-

Maxwellian distribution functions on transport were discussed. It was

observed that the principle difficulty would be to find a distribution

function which is a function of only a flux varaible and makes the sum of the

classical collision operator plus the anomalous or RF fluctuations operator

vanish (where this sum could be bounce averaged if necessary). If such a

lowest order distribution is found, however, the mathematical techniques

presently employed to describe neoclassical transport could be modified to

include the anomalous or RF operator. Because of time limitations no attempt

was made to construct a model description, however it was noted that it would

be necessary to characterize the unperturbed distribution function by one or

more additional parameters which would be determined by the appropriate moment

equations.
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Appendix

A simple model for the electron and ion fluxes is

- De(E)(n' + nE) ,

i = - Di(E)(n
1 - nE) .

Ambipolarity gives

, D (E) + D (E)
r = r + — = 1 e

e ' i ne ' i n D.(E) -

2nD.(E)0 (E)E

r =e De(E) - D^

We can consider several l i m i t s f o r the s e l f cons is ten t f l u x ,

i f De(E) » D^E) * re - 2nD i(E)E * E > 0

De(E) « D^E) * re - -2nDe(E)E - E < 0 .

The last implication follows since the flux must be positive to balance the

particle source. This equation is

V = S(r)
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Therefore we obtain

2De(E)D.(E)E
O^E) - De(E)

= Q

As a simple model we take

D (E) = d , D.(E) =
1 + ct E"

These models are reasonable for co l l is ional electron and non-resonant ions in

a bumpy torus as s te l la ra tor . With these we f ind

- 2dE

1 - d(l + a E2)
= 0 (*)

I f we plot r + r. for fixed n'/n = - c and as a function of e lectr ic f i e l d we

obtain

here we have r
e

 = +
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If we plot the RHS and LHS of Eq. (*) for different values of d we find

d < 1 d > 1

electron root

As a boundary condition, we specify n'(a)/n(a) = - c,

E = . c
1 - d(l + a E2)

hence at the edge the electric field must satisfy

-c

-c
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We also plot for fixed Q, d(E)

d =
Q(l t a E ' ) - 2E

aQ2 > 1

aQ
root = = ) no steady state
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The r-dependence of d and 0 is typically

A . d(r) t Q(r)

•» r

The two solutions for E are E *

electron root

ion root

but note that the electron root is not physical at r = 0. Away from r = 0, a

jump can occur between the two solutions.
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RF-Section - Summary Report

Co-Chairmen P.B. Parks, T. Hatori and T. Watanabe

I. Introduction

The emphasis in this working session was to address the problem of how

radial transport in axisymmetric systems is induced by azimuthally non-uniform

RF heating. The group chose to confine i tsel f to axisymmetric systems for two

reasons. First, and most obvious, is that all of the existing ICRF codes used

to model the RF field structure in the plasma use axisymmetric magnetic field

geometry (1-D cylindrical geometry, Hojo, McVey e.g. 2-D Fukuyama). The codes

need to be compared with each other and should be checked with key

experimental observations e.g. density build-up as function of in i t ia l

broadness of density profile (r-10) and RF trapping efficiency as a function

of resonance surface location (RFC-XX, r-10, Phaedrus). The development of

future 2-D codes to include the axial variation of the f ield was deemed

important because of i ts relevance to radial transport discussion in the

following. Secondly, axisymmetric systems allow us to isolate the breaking of

azimuthal symmetry by RF mechanisms from symmetry breaking by non-axisymmetric

magnetic f ield configuration. In their context further experiments on RFC-XX

concerning azimuthal asymmetries wil l prove very valuable for comparison with

theory.

I I . Ion Transport and ICRF Heating

The group decided as two different topics having to do with enhanced ion

radial transport by non-uniform ICRH:

1) Creation of stationary azimuthal electric field by E.. effects,
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2) Angular momentum input to ions by rotating electric fields.

Each of these mechanism will be elaborated on separately.

(1) Creation of Stationary Azimuthal Electric Fie'd by E., Effects

To discuss topic 1 we consider a simple model in which the E.. field is

localized along the magnetic field. This approximation for Eu is good in the

case of RFC-XXM in which the antenna (designed to excite primarily slow wave)

are located between two "magnetic beach" resonance surfaces. Since little RF

power in the slow wave branch escapes across the resonance surfaces we can

assume that E. is localized to a region of axial extent Lpf. Tha electrons

are confined primarily by the ambipolar potential taken to be square-well over

the machine length L.. For experiments on RFC-XX and other devices the

electron bounce time t B = -t-n—f is comparable to the inverse wave

period, 2n/w •. However since Lrf << LB the electron see a "DC" parallel

electric field on each transit across the heating region. In the plasma Ej is

very small « 1-10 V/M so that the kick in parallel velocity Avu (or parallel

energy Ae^ = / e»dl) each time the electron transits the heating region is

much smaller than its original (say thermal) parallel (energy) velocity.

Under these condition the electron distribution function will evolve according

to

II _!_ n if-
3t p f " av, i av,

where

<Av Av > , 2 I 2

and

v
res Zu
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Parallel diffusion results in heating of the electron and possibly

enhanced pumping of electron into the loss cone region of velocity space.

Both phenomena contribute to changes in the ambipolar potential $. Since

$ is sensitive to electron temperature T e the RF heating effects $ indirectly

by altering the electron heat balance. Parks* showed that even large, 0(1),

azimuthai modulation in the RF electron heat source produce small temperature

and potential modulations 0( ) in typical open-ended devices because of
pe E

the angular E x B rotation frequency, a^, is sufficiently large enough to

cause a "washing out" of azimuthal nonuniformities. The effect of direct RF

velocity space electron pumping on <f> was not taken into account. Enhanced

driving of electron into the loss region of velocity space by RF must be

compensated by an increase in ambipolar potential in order to reduce the

collisional loss.

So far we have only considered the effect of RF E 2 fields on the plasma

ambipolar potential neglecting any axially non-uniform effects. However if

the E z field is sufficiently large a potential bump A<|> may develop in the

vicinity of the RF fields. A local trapped electron population appears.

Callen obtained an expression for &<)> by equating the electron detrapping rate

by E z pumping with the collisional filling in rate by the passing electrons.

If the collisional filling rate exceed the detrapping rate for any Acf> then the

potential bump does not develop. If AE = / Eu-dl is the kick in parallel

energy received by the trapped electrons in transiting the rf region we find

that the minimum AE required for potential bump formulation is given by

AEmin(eV) = 2.8 x 1O"7 (n lnA L r f )
1 / 2

where n (cm"^) is the density (away from the bump region) and Lrf (cm) is the

axial length of the region. Usually their criterion can be satisfied at the
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plasma periphery where near f i e ld EB is large jnd the density is low. The

importance of thei r ax ia l ly localized effect is that i t has a strong influence

on ion radial transport for other reasons mentioned later on.

Our approach to the problems of calculating azimuthal potential

modulations is outlined as fol lows:

( i ) First use antenna-plasma coulping codes to obtain the azimuthal

I I ? (11

modulation in DB (<* |Eu | ) denoted by Du
v ' (8) for each f lux surface.

( i i ) Solve a "modified" Pastukhov problem for calculating the electron

par t ic le confinement time xpe by including parallel quasilinear RF

di f fus ion. The appropriate electron Kinetic equation is

" fiE . i f + f L v(|lj> • | £ - = C ( f ) + D ( f )

The appropriate moments of this equation gives the continuity and heat balance

equations used in Park's Fluid model. The solutions for f should take

advantage of the smallness parameter e = — - — << 1 mentioned previously in
Tpewe

connection with the fluid description.

(iii) Set the angular modulation in the end loss current J equal to zero

0-j(l)(8) - T ^ - T W - T W
II v pe pi pe

where the last approximate equality is justified if ion temperature modulation

are small since x • * T. . The justification for setting J' ^(8) = 0 is

based on the assumption that the enhanced radial flux of ions due to the

static azimuthal electric field depends only on the lowest order 8-independent

quantities. It follows immediately that $' (8) is given by
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where T' '(9) is solved for by linearizing the electron heat balance and

continuity equations or, for example,, in Park's treatmenc.

Having outlined a method for obtaining the azimuthal potential variation

we turn our attention to the problem of radial ion transport. It is evident

that if the variation in ^ '(e) are uniform along the magnetic field line

then both plasma ion and electron experience convection, not a serious

transport problem, unless plasma from the interior is convected to the edge

where it can intercept limiters for example. The more interesting problem is

the situation where <|r '(e) varies along the field line. For simplicity

assume that <jO '(8) is non zero in some region of axial extent L(j> and zero

everywhere else. Upon entering the region L$ the ion experience radial

displacement per bounce

E (1)

where

M \ 1 IA'^ '

"8 r 38

It is interesting to compare this to the approximate radial step size per

bounce for center-cell ions in the presence of quadrupole magnetic field in

the end cells of a tandem mirror.

pir

where L t r is the transition region length and p. is ion gyroradius. Taking

= lkeV, B = 1 tesla we find that Ar - Ar for El1' = 3V/cm. Experimental
G p o

measurement of Ey' at the edge of RFC-XX find E^1' ~ 5v/cm, so that radial
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transport due to azimuthal potential variation may be important. In RFC-XX

like Plasmas the E x B twist angle Ai() per ion bounce across the machine is of

roughly 0.1 - 1. Under these conditions the ion bounce motion wil l be

decorrelated from the radial step size leading to stochastic diffusion. From

the standard Chirikov mapping a quasi!inear ion diffusion coefficient was

obtained by Hojo and Shigeta

ZUA* R ? / sin(mAi|iL /L)
UQL " ~T~ y%~> ZT L mM/LJL J

8
UQL T y%> Z

where m is the azimuthal mode number of the 9-dependent potential

variation <t> '(8), L is the length of the plasma and t. = L/v_ is the axial

bounce time.

For type III antenna m ~ 4. Taking B = 0.35T, L(j> ~ 0.5m, V = 3 x 105

m/sec, L ~ 2m, Eg = 500 v/m, A* = 0.35 we obtain D Q L = 4 x 10
4cm2/sec and

T = -p- - 2.5 msec.
1

This estimate indicates that ion radial transport due to axially varying

azimuthal potential variation can be signifigant in open ended systems.

After concluding topic (1) the group focused its attention on topic (2).

(2) Angular Momentum Input to Plasma by Rotating RF Fields

The radial ion and electron fluxes derived by Hatori shows breakdown of

intrinsic ambipolarity, which modifies the ambipolar potential. For

convenience in modeling we take r = Gr (G = const.) for the D.C. wave

induced flux, where the sign of G depends on the azimuthal mode number.

Model transport equations are given to describe the self-consistent state

in the presence of rotating RF and gas-feed. The particle balance equations

are

3ni . c 1 a rr
 n i 2

" S "7 Jr rri " WJ7 '
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n 2
3 n <: l 3 rr e
I t ne " b * 7 "3? r e ~ Tn7T~ "

The quasi-neutral i ty , n. = n = n, is assumed. The source term S is given by

S = n nQ < av > e i ,

where rig is the neutral gas density. The radial ion f lux r. is

r, = G V + r
1 CX /

v t = vcx + vei = n0 {<ffV>cx + < a v > e i } ,

enQ

h ' ucx + pei = ^ ? { < a v >cx + < a v > e i

(Auerbach et a l ; NF. _24_, 1251 (1984))

The electron flux r is

re

where r.._ means the neoclassical flux. The axial-loss (nx)Q - areNL e, 1

(nx)i = (nr).o ,
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and

(nr)1
1o

In (2R + 2)

- In (4R + 2)

These workshop proceedings; paper presented on Tuesday July 31, 1984.
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Radial Transport Phenomena for TMX-Upgrade

R.H. Cohen

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Summary

The purposes of this paper were to provide an overview of resonant

transport (since this was the first paper presented), describe some non-

resonant, finite collisionility effects, list some transport reduction

techniques, review recent results on transport from the TMX-Upgrade

experiment, point out the important role of azimuthal electric fields, and

present a model calculation for the generation of azimuthal electric fields by

asymmetric electron-cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) in the plug region of a

thermal barrier tandem mirror.

Resonant transport arises due to the combination of collisions and the

radial drifts produced by the quadrupole fields at either end of a tandem-

mirror machine. The term "resonant" refers to the fact that the radial

displacements on successive bounces are in phase when the azimuthal drift per

bounce is an odd multipe of ir/2.

Resonant transport coefficients can be calculated by various techniques.

One particular approach, solution of linearized mapping equations*, was

reviewed.

Several effects associated with finite coliisionality but not associated

with resonant particles were reviewed. The most important of these for GAMMA-

10, MFTF-B and future devices is boundary layer transport which arises when

the radial step per bounce Ar=a sin29 is a discontinuous function of
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velocity. This occurs in a tandem mirror in which an axisymmetric throttle

separates the axisymmetric solenoid from cells containing quadrupole f ields.

The diffusion coefficent is then D=0.39 a2 [v cvh /R]^2 .

A number of transport reduction techniques have been developed. These

ionclude designing transition-region coils so that the orbit-averaged

geodesic curvature is zero or so that the f ield-l ine average of ^ is

minimized, biasing plates at the ends of field lines to control the electric

f ield in the solenoid, and floating end plates so as to force ambipolar radial

transport. The latter technique has been successfully tested in an in i t ia l

(two plate) experiment in TMX-U; floating the endplates increases the particle

confinement in the core plasma by about 1.4-1.8.

TMX Upgarde transport data exhibits a scaling for radial transport: the

confinement time against nonanbipolar radial loss x r scales as the inverse

square of the solenoid potential. Existing resonant transport theory combined

with charge exchange from neutral beams comes within the error bars for the

experimental date at low and moderate potential but is too optimistic at large

potential.

Because of the small ness of the geodesic curvature and the sometimes

large ratio of potential to ion temperature, a small fractional azimuthal

variation in ambipolar potential $ can significantly alter resonant

transport. A 25 volt azimuthal variation in the endplugs of TMX-U (compared

to a 1 kV average potential) can produce a radial confinement time as small as

4 ms. Azimuthal electric fields can be produced by the plasma response to the

quadrupole f ields, as described by Catto at this workshop, by fluctuations,

and by heating or fueling asymmetries. A model for azimuthal fields driven by

asymmetric ECRH heating in the plugs of a thermal-barrier tandem mirror was

described: variation in the ECRH f ield strength affects the rate at which

electrons are "boiled" out of the plug region and so results in azimuthal

variation of the plug-to-barrier potential. An azimuthal variation producing
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transport comparable to that produced by quadrupole f ie lds was found for

TMX-U.

F ina l ly , the charge-balance equation for the radial ambipolar potential

was modified to include a U ' ) 2 term in the f lux to model the "mirror force"

term described in Hastings' t a l k . The effect was, for a simple d i f fus ion-

coeff ic ient model, that a solution with nearly-discontinous potential ( root-

jumping) was obtained at a location which agreed with that predicted by the

local entropy production cr i ter ion described in Catto's t a l k .

1 Cohen, R and Rowlands, G., Phys. Fluids 24, 2285 (1981)
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Plug and Thermal Barrier Potential Formation in Gamma 10

I. Katanuma

Plasma Research Center

Univ. Tsukuba, Japan

Introduction

Tandem mirror Gamma 10 employs thermal barrier to insulate the electrons

in the end plugs from those in the central cell. Generation of thermal

barrier in Gamma 10 requires the creation of a hot mirror trapped electron

population, heated by electron cyclotron resonance heating. We calculate the

creation of hot electron population when only second harmonic electron

cyclotron resonance heating is included in the thermal barrier region. We

also calculate the plug and thermal barrier potential formation when

fundamental electron heating and neutral beam injections are added, by using

our bounce averaged Fokker-Planck code.

Hot Electron Build Up

To study the hot electron build up at thermal barrier region

theoretically and numerically, we include the quasilinear electron heating

effects in Fokker-Planck equation,
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II = f!l) + i._i_ {V nil-)
a t ( 3 t ;

r v . a v . [ y i u a v /

ce

E + 3 E x + i E y

Here we use standard notation and E+ is ECRH electr ic f i e l d , J , is Bessel

funct ion, k. is perpendicular mode number, to is wave frequency. The f i r s t

term in r ight hand side of Eq. (1) is Fokker-Planck co l l i s ion term. We

assume k. = 0 and E. - 0 for s impl ic i ty . At f i r s t by using Eq. (1) we

calculate the hot electron build up when only second harmonic resonance

heating effects are included and i t s resonance point exists at the midplane in

a mirror c e l l . Bounce averaging Eq. (1) along part ic le o rb i t , we have at

resonance point ,

21
3t

(2)

6 , 2 1 | F + | 2 , 2 , , 1 dBx

^ } « IE I J 0 ' (V«TB R '

B Jorbit v,

We have a equation for hot electron build up by integrating Eq. (2) mult ip l ied
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- 1 - L- I e v2 i c + | 2 1 .. 2 , , 1 dB>
Tb " 4ir (2Sr} IE I —2 N i I ( V B B dZ}

e we

Here we consider only quasii inear term of Eq. (1) . For the thermal barr ier

region of Gamma 10 we have T^ numerically,

T = 2 36 x 10 ' 6 *" / (|E' l '(v/cm)i2. | 2, , . ,
b \e ( lOkgauss) ' 10° ' l

For |E+ | = lOOv/cm, HL = 1 , "Vuice = 1, we have x^ = 2.36usec. This build up

time is so fas t , then quasi-steady state w i l l be real ized. In this quasi-

steady state hot electron pitch angle scattering w i l l contribute the further

evolution of hot electron density in the thermal barrier region. So we

consider hot electron pitch angle scattering ef fects . In th is quasi-steady

state, the fol lowing equation w i l l hold,

on vN = 0 l i ne at the midplane. One solut ion of Eq. (5) is

here vmax is the maximum velocity of hot electrons, above which electrons are

not heated by ECRH due to the re l a t i v i s t i c electron mass sh i f t s . Then we

assume the electron d is t r ibut ion function to col l ide with hot electrons in

quasi-steady state as
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nc V2
f(v,9) = - ^ 5 — T exp ( 7) (7)

In t h i s case l i nea r l i zed Fokker-Planck equation becomes

3f_

/
32f

392

1

Here r =

2vv

4 ire

[ i n
V + V

max
3f.

max

+

max
v J 3v

2

cos 9. We estimate

me
(8) for (v, B ) , we have

39^ (A8)'

(3)

. Integrating Eq.

3t J^ + -L + -L + A.)
Tcd Tcs Thd Ths

Here

e e

_ , nc ,jnax, 1/2 , m
Thd " 2 T D n^ ( — ' (-

, max. 1/2 , tnin>Tcd = TD ( —e
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max

Emin = 2 Vmin

v
n h = / v

m a x 2 w 2 d v / Q 9 s in 9 def^
min

T^S , TCS , x c d , and Ty^ are the escaping time of hot electrons out of the

resonance region in the velocity space by hot-hot electron pitch angle

scatter ing, hot-cold electron pitch angle scatter ing, hot-cold electron drag,

hot-hot electron drag, respectively. Pitch angle scattering makes the hot

electrons loss from the ECRH resonance region and so contribute to the hot

electron density bui ld up in the thermal barrier region. Electron drag

reduces the hot electron density. For the parameters of nc = 101 /cc , n^ = 5

x 1 0 n / c c , Te = lOOeV, Emax = 50 keV, Emin = 2 keV, A6 = 10°, we have t h s =

2.9msec, T ^ = 30msec, TCS = 0.93msec, Tcd = 7.8msec. Then for th is

parameters hot-cold electron pitch angle scattering is the dominant process

for the hot electron density build up, and i t s build up time is of order of 1

msec.

Simulation results

Fi rs t we show the results of the case of second harmonic electron

resonance heating in the thermal barr ier region of Gamma 10. The parameters

used are T̂  = Te = 100 eV, n̂  = ne =10^/cc at mirror throat . Figure 1 shows

the systematic diagram of Gamma 10 and magnetic f i e l d p ro f i le used in the

simulation. Figure 2 shows the bounce averaged Fokker-Planck coeff ic ient for
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the case of |£+ = 100 v/cm. You can see the heating region is localized

around v = 0 line. Figure 3 is also Fokker-^lanck coefficient which is the

amplitude of v {[ = 0 line in Fig. 2. This coefficient is proportional to

energy E and in the region E > 50 keV this coefficient becomes small due to

relativistic electron mass shift. Figure 4 is the time evolution of

potential, hot electron density and energy at the midplane. Hot electron

internal energy T^ builds up at early time and saturated after that time. Hot

electron density also builds up at early time, but does not saturate and

builds up further more with a slow growth rate after that time. From Figure 4

in first build up phase the hot electrons are heated directly by ECRH and then

its density and internal energy grows. In the second build up phase hot

electron pitch angle scattering is a dominant process so hot electron density

builds up even through its internal energy has saturated as is predicted by

theoretical consideration. Electrostatic potential becomes negative in first

build up phase because electrons flow in the mirror trapped region from the

passing region by ECRH, while ion density is not afffected by ECRH. In the

second build up pahse, however, electrostatic potential grows in the positive

direction. This shows that the collisional filling rate is larger than that

of hot electron density built up by ECRH. At 3 msec the final steady state is

realized in the simulation. We show the steady state potential, density, hot

electron density and energy profiles along the magnetic field in Fig. 5.

Remarkable feature is that electrostatic potential is negative compared with

that at the mirror throat even though any ion pumping is not included in this

simulation. However, this potential dip is not sufficient for the thermal

barrier because passing electron energy from the throat is 100 eV while this

potential dip is only -26 V. Density has its maximum value at the midplane

which shows there are many ions trapped in the potential well around the

midplane. Hoe electrons are localized around the midplane. There are about

36% hot electrons at the midplane. Figure 6 is the steady state electron
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distribution function on v.. = 0 line as a function of electron energy E. This

distribution function is proportional to E~* in the high energy region even in

the steady state.

Next we show the results of the case in which tha ion pumping is

included. Pumping is added for the Fokker-Planck equation of ions.

Simulation parameters are the same as the previous simulation and ion pumping

time v"'- is 200 visec. Figure 7 is the steady state electron and ion

distribution function. Ions are pumped and then the ions in the mirror

trapped region are modified strongly from Maxwellian. Figure 8 is the

potential and density profile along the magentic fie,1d. Because of ion

pumping, the density is smaller at the midplane than that of the mirror

throat. In the case potential is -343 V at the midplane which is large enough

for the thermal barrier. Next we show the results of neutral beam

injection. The parameters used are E+| = 100 V/cm at midplane and |E+| = 100

V/cm at plug region. Neutral beam density n^ = 3 x 10^/cc, background

neutral ng = 3 x 10^/cc, ion and electron passing density and temperature are

10^/cc and 100 eV, respectively. Neutral beam injection angle and energy are

41 and 25 keV, respectively. Neutral beam and background neutral are

hydrogen atom. Figure 9 is the results of the simulation in the steady

state. There is no thermal barrier at the midplane. Figure 10 is also the

results of the simulation in the steady state. However, in this case the

charge exchange and ionization between neutral beam and sloshing hot ions are

omitted artificially. In this case there is a thermal barrier at the midplane

even though the potential dip is not so large. You can see a plug potential

at the plug region which is sufficient for plugging the passing ions.
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RF INDUCED RADIAL DIFFUSION IN TANDEM MIRRORS

H. HOJO and +M. SHIGETA

Faculty of Science, Hiroshima University

Central Research Laboratory, Sharp Corporation

We study anomalous radial diffusion due to rf electric

field fluctuations in tandem mirrors. The analysis is based

on a mapping for ( r, (i ) [ r and y being the radial position

and azimuthal angle in the midplane, respectively ]•, which is

derived from the integration of the standard guiding center

drift equation for ions. The axial bounce motion is described

by the square-well model( the straight orbit approximation ).

We assume that a radial ambipolar field is propotional to r

and fluctuations are described by only the azimuthal component

of a rf electric field( mode number m, frequency u ) localized

in the plug cells when a TMX-type tandem mirror is considered.

We obtain the following mapping:

= S ( S ( x±J y± ) ),

x' = x + 6sin(y) + asin(my/2-2Tuz)

S : yJ = y + w(x'2 - l) ( l )

z' = z + 1,

where x is the normalized radial position, y = 2i|i + &<fi, Ai|i being

the rotation angle per half bounce time 2T, z = (t + T)/2T,

6 and a denote , respectively, the normalized radial drifts due

to the quadrupole fiel'd( gradient-B and curvature drifts ) and

due to the fluctuation field( E x B drift ).
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We show drift orbits obtained from the mapping (1) in

Pig.l ( a: without fluctuation, b: with fluctuation ). We find

the destruction of banana orbits for a large fluctuation field.

When the mapping is reduced to the Chirikov standard map,

the diffusion coefficient D for <D ¥• 0 is given as

D = o2/2 + 62/2 [ 1 - 2J 2(5)J Q(CT) - 2J2(6)JQ(a)

2 2 ( 2 }

+ 2J^(S)J*(a) + ] ,

where a = 2irxa and 6 = 2irx6, x being the averaged value of x.

In the large a limit, Eq.(2) is reduced to the quasilinear value

D Q L given by D Q L = ( a
2 + S2 )/2 .

We show the diffusion coefficient D obtained numerically from

Ea.(l) in Fig. 2, which is normalized by DnT. In Fig. 2. the

solid line expresses Eq.(2) which is in agreement with the

numerical result.

We note that the enhanced radial diffusion is obtained for

a static( u = 0 ) fluctuation with m = 2, that is, D = ( a + 6 ) /2.

Finally, such rf induced radial diffusions reduce the radial

confinement time of plasma since the confinement time is propotional

to 1/D.

This work was partially supported by the Grant-in-Aid for the

Scientific Research from the Ministry of Education, Science and

Culture of Japan.
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Induced Azimuthal Electric Field Effects

on Tandem Transport and Ambipolarity

P. Catto

Sci. Application Inc.

Because magnetic drifts depend on the sign of the change and normally

result in ions making larger steps per bounce than electrons, azimuthal

electric fields are normally generated by the quadrupole fields in a tandem

mirror. Unlike a tokamak, a tandem mirror can exhibit an interesting and

potentially important dielectric response in some situations. In particular,

when the azimuthal ExB drift frequency a> times the characteristic wavelength

or period of the magnetically driven charge separation is comparable to the

ion thermal speed v^, the dielectric shielding of the plasma becomes small

when Hi is approximately equal to the electron diamagnetic drift frequency

m+. In this situation the induced azimuthal electric field in a tandem can

cause large modifications to the ion diffusion coefficients. These

modifications result in the possibility of additional ambipolar solutions of

the transport and end loss equations describing tandem mirror transport.

In order to understand the effect of these modifications on tandem mirror

transport and ambipolarity, a simple model of a tandem mirror was considered

in which temperature gradients were neglected. In the model tandem mirror

electrons can only escape axially at both ends while ions can only leave

radially. A graphical solution of the equations demonstrates that jumping

from one ambipolar root to another can occur at some radius which keeps the

particle flux and density continous. The model demonstrate that restricting

the particle flux and density to remain continuous during root jumping does

not restrict the radial electric field E and the radial density gradient N1 to
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remain fixed.

Because more than one solution to the mathematical system of equations is

often possible for a given set of boundary conditions, a means of picking the

physical root was needed. To this end an entropy production equation was

derived which in its simpliest limit could be used to identify the root with

the lowest entropy production rate as the most physical root and the one most

likely to correspond to an experiment. Since the root with the lowest entropy

production rate is the one closest to equilibrium it is expected to be the

physical root. Since only the local rate of entropy production could be

determined analytically, the global rate of entropy production was checked

numerically for the simple tandem mirror model mentioned previously. Both the

local and global model were found to predict the same root in ;he few cases

checked, but a general proof that they would always predict the same root has

not been found to date.

While the model presented was purposely kept simple, the basic technique

has also been employed in the presence of temperature gradients. Because new

terms become important when ion temperature gradients are retained a new code

is being developed to study this more realistic model. When it is completed

we hope to be able to make meaningful comparisons with experimental results.
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Recent Experiments in Gamma 10

Masaaki Inutake

Plasma Research Center, University of Tsukuba

SUMMARY

Recent experimental results are presented on thermal barrier/plug

potential formation and end plugging in an axisymmetrized tandem mirror GAMMA

10.

GAMMA 10 device is a minimum-B anchored tandem mirror with outboard

thermal barrier. Plug and barrier are produced in the axisymmetric mirror.

Ramp coils set at both ends of the central cell throttle the fraction of

passing particles through the min.-8 anchors and into the plug/barrier

cells. The min-8 mirror is designed to be symmetric w.r.t. the midplane in

order to cancell the geodesic curvature through each anchor/transition region

as shown in Fig. 1. This results in zero average net drift from a flux

surface for particles passing through the non-axisymmetric region and zero net

parallel current flowing into the central cell, when azimuthal particle drfit

caused by radial electric field is kept small in the anchor/transition region.

Both-end plugging has been achieved by a combination of neutral beams and

gyrotrons. The presence of Potential plug with thermal barrier at the

axisymmetric mirror cells has been indicated by measured axial profiles of

density, electron temperature and potential, as shown in Fig. 2.

Radial distributions of the ion end-loss flux and of plug potentail are

obtained with a movable end loss analyzer. Axial particle confinement

time T U ~ 50 ms is estimated to be ten times as long as that of unplugged

plasma.

Measurements of axial potential profile show a 0.5 kV central-cell
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potent ia l , 1.2 kV plug potent ia l . The potential measurements were carried out

by the use of heavy ion beam probe at the central cell and end loss analyzers

at both ends. Central-cell density is higher than that in the plug. Strong

end plugging is observed during the period when the plug density remains

higher than the barrier density. Simultaneously we performed electron energy

measurements in the plug and barrier regions from eTectron cyclotron emission,

X-ray absorption and X-ray pin-hole camera image. These indicated that plug

electrons have much higher average energy than central cel l electrons.

Measurements in the barrier region show that football-shaped hot electrons

with beta value up to 5" has been stably produced in the axisymmetric mirror

c e l l . Sloshing ions are produced by inject ing neutral beams with a skew angle

of 42° in the end ce l l s .

Plasma target in the anchor cell with l ine-density high enough to absorb

high-energy neutral beams has been quickly produced with short-pulse-gun-

injected plasma, central cel l gas puffing and ICRF in the central c e l l .

1? -3Stable central cel l plasma (n=2xlO "cm , T.=?00 eV) has been sustained only

when ion-cyclotron-resonance surfaces exist both in the anchor and in the

central ce l l s . RF-trapping of the central cell stream into the anchorcells

results in a favorable axial p ro f i l e of the i n i t a l plasma for s tar t ing up the

thermal barr ier/plug potent ia l .

Radial p ro f i le of potential has been controlled with f loat ing end plates

which are divided radial ly into 5 and azimuthally into 4 segments. The

f loat ing potential of the end plates goes down negatively with a parabolic

radial d i s t r i bu t ion . The decrease in the anchor/transition potentail lowers

radial e lect r ic f i e ld strength which favors for real izing ef fect ive ly

axisymmetric confinement in GAMMA 10.
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Radial Transport Caused by Collision

Masamitsu Aizawa

Atomic Energy Research Institute Ninon University

We have studied the particles drift orbits in the magnetic field of the tandem

mirror to investigate the radial transport caused by collision. And our

tandem mirror model is like the original TMX type. We have used the para-

axial approximation to calculate the drift orbits. If we take appropriate

magnetic field line near the magnetic axis, and examine its behaviour in the

exact field, then the property of the field can be known within this

approximation. For example, the flux surface is given by the following

equation.

x2exp(-u(z))+y2exp(+u(z))=f(z=O)R2/f(z), (1)

where f(z) is a magnetic field strength along the magnetic axis, and u(z) is

obtained from the sample field line. The potential is assumed the following

form,

* (x,y,z,) = <|»6-exp [-f(z)/(f(z=O).R
2)-1-(x2e-u+y2e+u)]. (2)

The drift orbits in this field were calculated by the 3D-code. The resonant

particles caused by the radial electric field were observed. [Fig. 1]

The property of these particles were studied by using Rytov-Stupakov

equation.(Ref.l) The radial step is &r=-a»sin 2$ (a>0, $ is an aximuthal

angle) in the transition region with neglecting an electric field. Let $„ be

the difference between a maximum and a minimum $ of the banana orbit in the

median plane. The just resonant point number n ( = 1,2"-), and Dn defined by

the following equation divide banana orbits into 2 types. [Fig. 2]

D n=(-l)
n + 1 X9

2+ a-Rx(-l)-
n(2n-l)-1/V1.sin 2<09,
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where X. is the difference from the just resonant point, and a subscript 0

denotes an initial value. The results of simulations have been explained by

the above method. However, when the radial electric field strength becomes

large, the effects of electric field in the transition region can not be

ignored. The width of a banana orbit (='"[nax-
r'n,-jn) becomes small, and we can

expect that the radial transport is rather decreased. [Fig. 3] Anyway, if we

substitute the local value of "a" which is calculated by the code into eq.

(3), the result is well described. The drift orbits in the r-10 field were

also examined. (Ref.2)

The effects of the axi-symmetrized tandem mirror were confirmed by this

code. As the scale of a device is large, our simulation method is an

appropriate one for the overhead.

In our code, the routines of the Monte-Calro method are also included. For

the first time, the axial loss time was examined by this code, and then, a

smooth transition from the Pastukov formula to the collisionai formula

according to the collision frequency.

The diffusion coefficients for the resonant diffusion have been studied by

this code, and the results which was similar to the theory (Ref.l) were

observed. The details are now under studing.

References
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Transport Issues in Phaedrus-Type Plasmas

J.D. Calien

University of Wisconsin

The research program on the Phaedrus tandem mirror experiment at the

University of Wisconsin emphasizes the use of ion cyclotron radio frequency

(ICRF) waves for heating, "pumping" of particles in velocity or real space,

and provision of macroscopic stability through the radial pondermotive force

effect. Also, electron cyclotron resonance and second harmonic heating are

utilized. The various RF waves in the central cell and end plug regions

affect plasma transport in real and velocity space both directly (as in RF

heating) and indirectly (through spatial asymmetries in the RF wave

effects). As part of our theoretical efforts to model transport processes in

Phaedrus type plasmas we discuss three issues:

1) Moment equation approach to transport in tandem mirrors.

This formulation takes into account possible asymmetries in azimuthal

angle of the RF heating and particle sources and sinks. Velocity space moment

equations (density, momentum conservation) are derived for each plasma species

and component. These equations are ordered in a small gyroradius expansion

and then averaged over a magnetic field line. The net transport equation,

which involves azimuthal viscosity coefficients, can be utilized to determine

the self-consistent ambipolar potential *(i|i, S) and therefore the net radial

transport equations including the axial or direct particle loss effects.

2) ICRF "pumping" of electrons in Phaedrus.

The ICRF in Phaedrus produces a "nearfield" E7 which apparently "pumps"

electrons out of the heating region and produces a significant potential bump

(e&*>Te) there. We calculate the region of velocity space that is "pumped" by
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the E, with a Monte Carlo type code. The potential bump A* is estimated by

balancing this "pumping" against the Coulomb co l l is ion induced in-scatter ing

rate.

3) Second harmonic electron cyclotron heating1.

RF waves just above the seond cyclotron resonance cause electrons with

small Vj/v to gain energy exponentially with time. This resonance effect is

"detuned" by relativistic electron cyclotron frequency effects. The net

result is that electrons with small vJ\> cycle up and down in energy without

any net energy gain. However, when Coulomb collision effects are added, there

is net energy gain. The net heating is calculated numerically with a

simulation code that calculates the relativistic particle orbits and

periodically introduces collisional effects with a Monte Carlo type

algorithm. A phenomenological model for the net heating, which is based upon

an analytic multiple time scale calculation of the energy excursions and their

repitition times, is developed and found to compare favorably with the

simulation resluts in high and low collision frequency limits.

1 M.D. Carter, J.D. Callen, D.B. Batcheior and R.C. Goldfinger,

"Collisional Effects on Coherent Nonlinear Wave Particle Interactions for

Second Harmonic Electron Cyclotron Heating", University of Wisconsin

Report UWFDM-571, April 1984.
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Possibility of Potential Generation by Lower Hybrid Wave

Tsuguhiro Vatanabe and Mitsuhiro Kamei

Institute for Fusion Theory, Hiroshima University

Hiroshima, Japan

It is important for the tandem mirror systems to establish a method for the

potential generation in high density plasma.

We consider, here, the possibility of tandem potential generation by lover

hybrid wave (LHV). LHV has sucseeded in current drive in Tokamak plasma. For

current drive, it is necessary to accelerate electrons in one direction. For

potential generation, on the other hand, it is necessary to pump out electrons

from potential veil . Both processes are, hovever, very similar. Acceleration of

electrons by resonant vave particle interaction plays essential role for current

drive and potential generation.

An advantage of LHV is the applicability for high density plasma.

Furthermore, LHV propagate along resonance cone, then ve can controls the vave

form in a plasma. According to the numerical simulations, the vave form of LHV

is relevant to the efficiency of the acceleration of slov velocity electrons.

Main mechanism of pumping of electron is the resonant vave particle

interaction. This process accelerate fast electrons vith the velocity v ,

v = u / k - c / 2 .
z z

Then the maximum possible potential hight for pumping is given by

« - m v 2 / 2 - ( m e 2 / 8 - 6 4 k e V ) .

z

This potential hight vill be enough for the tandem mirror systems.

Here, ve assume that LHV has the asymmetric vave form as shovn in Fig. 1.

In this case, slon electrons (trapped electrons in potential veil) are

accelerated by ponderomotive force of LHV in positive z - direction. Vhen these

electrons are accelerated to the high velocity region, efficient acceleration by
- 5 8 -



resonant wave-particle interaction take place and these electrons will be pumped

out. These process are confirned by nunerical calculation of the velocity change

of electrons passing through the asynetric LHV (see Fig. 2).

Steady state electron distribution function is obtained by 1-D Fokker-

Planck equation,

where

d

F t f = < A v > / r b

r d ' T d = ( V / V t h ) 2 / V 0 '

and T , is bouncing tine of trapped electrons and v „ is the collisin frequency,b u

Steady state solution of the eq. (1) is given by

f ( v ) = - S ( 2 « ) ' 1 / 2 e x P [- fQ d v v/( D H + D c ) x Q ] . (2)
V t h

The equilibliai distribution function f(v) possesses a high energy tail as shown

in Fig. 3. These high energy tail component will be puaped out fron potential

sell. Then tandei potential generation by LH¥ becoie possible.
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Fig. (1) Electric field of lover hybrid vave.
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Fig. (3) Steady state distribution function of electron obtained fro« 1-D

Fokker-Planck equation (1). High energy flat tail is created by lower

hybrid wave.
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Bounce Resonance Heating and Radial Transport of Electrons

K.H. Sato and T. Hatori

Department of Electrical Engineering, Himeji Institute

of Technology, Himeji 671-22, Japan

Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya 464, Japan

High-level fluctuation in the ion-cyclotron frequency range,

which is difficult to be suppressed completely, has been ob-
1-4)

served in experiments of 2XIB and TMX. Although only low-level

fluctuation has been measured in low-density operation of TMX-U,

whether the micro-instabilities in high-density operation can be

supressed or not is still remained as a serious problem. Since

the bounce frequency of electrons in magnetic mirrors is usually

of the order of the ion-cyclotron frequency, electrons can be

heated in the direction of the field line and the radial trans-

port associated with the heating can be induced by the fluctua-

tion? In this paper, we calculate the power transfer from the

DCLC or the AIC mode to electrons through the bounce resonance,

considering axial variation of the magnetic field strength and

the ambipolar potential. Moreover, we calculate the radial

transport induced by the waves.

We consider an axisymmetric magnetic flux tube with a radius

, TQ , and a thickness, ArQ , at the midplane of the mirror.

The wave is described in the form

-*•.- . s 1^ i(k v +-m9 -o))t , ,,..
A(6,z,t) = o"A e z z + c.c. (1)

with the parallel wave number, k , the frequency, a)=u) + iy ,
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and the azimuthal mode number, m . To simplify the analysis,

radial dependence is neglected. Behavior of the electron distri

bution function is described by the drift-kinetic equation, and

the perturbed velocity across the flux tube is given by

On the base of the quasilinear theory, power transfer from the

wave to electrons in the flux tube and particle flux across this

tube are calculated from the formulae

and

7TI
r = T"\-= \dv'vJ + c.c. (4)

respectively, where R(Z)HB(Z)/B Q is the local mirror ratio.

With the aid of the periodicity of the bounce motion and trans-

formation of integral variables using constants of motion, we

consequently have the expression for the power transfer and the

radial transport in the bounce-averaged form.

The most dangerous micro-instabilities for the mirror con-

finement are the DCLC mode and the AIC mode. We calculate the

power transfer from these waves and the associated radial trans-

port in plugs of a tandem mirror, applying a parabolic-well

model. To calculate these quantities, we obtain characteristics

of the waves from the evaluation using the dielectric tensor.

Analytical results are applied to experimental parameters of
1-4)

2XIB and plugs of TMX. Typical parameters are shown in Table I.

For the DCLC mode in 2XIB , the static potential and the azl-
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muthal mode number are chosen so that e$|=Te and mpi/rQ—5.0 .

Although axial profile of the fluctuation was not measured in the

experiment, we assume the parallel wave number to be IT/(2L,) .

For the AIC mode in the plug of TMX, we assume parameters as

follows : &z=0.005B0 , mp^r^O.6 , and 1^1^=4* , where the

parallel wave number is chosen so that the value of kz;pi is of

the order of unity.

Table I. Plasma parameters of 2XIB and plugs of TMX.

Parameter
2XHB

75

32

0

3

1 0 0

13

. 0

± 10

. 6 4

. 0

. 0

East plug

37.5

13 ± 2

1 . 0

1 .3

87

13.1

TMX

West

37

IB

1

1

77

5

plug

. 5

± 2

. 0

. 7

. 6

Characteristic length :

Magnetic field, L (cm)m

Ambipolar potential, L,fern)

Magnetic field, B.(T)

Density, r.̂  (1013cra~3)

Electron temperature, T (eV)

Mean ion energy, W. OceV)

Fig.l Ratio of power transfer,

P c , from DCLC mode to elec-

trons to electron-drag power,

P as a function of frequency

for 2XIB parameters. Observed

frequency, F=4.5MH , is shown

by dotted vertical line.

0.06

0.04 •

S.

Q?

0X12 •

0 ^

1

-

c,

si = io
Te

?£J = -5 .0
10

kzL» = y

IK
4 6 8 10 12

F (MHz)
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Ratio of power transfer, P

A T P
t o electron-drag power,

Pd , for parameters in (a) east and (b) west plugs

of TMX. Observed frequency are 6.5MH and 7.1MH in

east and west plugs, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the power transfer, ^-QCUC ' ̂ r o m ̂ e DCLC

mode in 2XIB , and Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show that from the AIC

mode in the plugs of TMX. The value of PDCLC is about one per-

cent of that of the electron-drag power, Pd , therefore the in-

fluence of the bounce resonance heating-on the electron energy

balance can be neglected. The value of P
A I C

 i n t b e east plug

is negligibly small, but the value in the west plug is about

three tiipes as large as the value of P^ .

Since both the DCLC and the AIC have the perpendicular field

much larger than the parallel field, the radial transport can be

a significant value as compared with the classical end-loss,

r , even if the heating power is much smaller than the
end

electron-drag power. For 2XIB parameters, the value of r
D C L C

is obtained as (0.46+ 13.6Y/ur)rend . Since a typical growth
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rate of the DCLC mode is of tenth order of the frequency, the

radial transport can be a few times as large as the classical

end-loss. For TMX parameters, the value of F,.- is

23.IY/(D r , at the east plug and 11.4Y/<U P . at the west

plug, respectively. Then, if the growth rate is of tenth order

of the frequency, the radial transport is larger than the cDassi-

cal end-loss.

In sunmary, from application of our theory to experimental

parameters, we find that the power transfer from the DCLC in

2XIB is negligibly small compared with the electron-drag power,

but that from the AIC in plugs of TMX can be comparable with it.

A remarkable result is that the radial transport induced by these

waves can be larger than the classical end-loss. It implies that

the wave-enhanced radial transport can have a large influence on

determination of radial profile of the ambipolar potential in

plugs of tandem mirrors, especially in future experiment with

high electron temperature.

As a concept of thermal barrier emarges regarding the tandem

mirror, supply of an external ICRF wave at plugs is supposed to

amplify the electrostatic potential. To predict advancement in

the plasma confinement accurately, theoretical effort is required

to provide characteristic properties of the wave in a realistic

mirror configuration and to evaluate particle and energy balance

as the wave exists.
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Electron Dynamics and Transport in a Mirror Field

Haruyuki IRIE
Department of Physics, College of Science and Technology,

Nihon University, Tokyo 101, Japan.

and

Tadatsugu HATORI
Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, Japan.

The nonlinear dynamics and the radial transport of an electron in a
magnetic mirror field are considered in the presence of an electrostatic
monochromatic wave. It is found that a stochastic heating and a stochastic
radial diffusion of electrons can simultaneously occur due to the nonlinear
interaction between two motions, one is the bounce motion in the mirror and
the other is the motion by the monochromatic wave. Three types of dependence
of the diffusion coefficient on the wave amplitude are obtained which are
different from that derived by the quasiiinear theory.

1. Introduction

Radial transport of magnetically confined plasmas becomes a crucial

problem in open systems (tandem mirror, RFC, ...etc.) as well as closed

systems. One of the candidates which cause the radial transport is waves of

instabilities or RF fields for plasma heating. In tandem mirrors, some

instabilities were detected in the ion gyrofrequency range. Is the radial

transport induced by such waves? The bounce resonance heating of electrons

by RF field are proposed by Sato and Hatori [ 1 ] who also discuss the

accompanied radial transport using the quasilinear theory.

This paper describes, without using the quasilinear theory, a single

electron dynamics and its radial transport in a magnetic mirror with an

electrostatic monochromatic wave, e.g. an RF wave or a fluctuation, whose

frequency is nearly equal to the electron bounce frequency in the mirror.
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2. Model Field and Hamiltonian

We consider a single electron motion without collisions. The magnetic

moment of the electron is assumed to be a constant. After averaging the

gyration motion, we obtain the following drift Hamiltonian of an electron of

the mass me and the charge -e [2]

p 2
H (p. s . - e# , 0 ; t ) = + tfB(#,s)-e<J>((0.6>,s:t). (1)

D 2 me

where p and -eip are the canonical momenta conjugate to s and 6 .

respectively, ji is the magnetic moment of the electron, and B is the

strength of the magnetic field whose vector is

B = \7 0 x VG = B Vs. (2)

with 2 K ip being the axial magnetic flux, Q the azimuthal angle, s the

coordinate along the field line. Hamilton's equations for Eq. (1) become
dO IL 3 B JM&
dt e 3 0 3 lp

dtp _ a $
d t " ~ ~aT

(4)

d2 s 3B 3$
TT~ = ~U--— + e - — • (5)

dt2 as as
The first term of the right hand side of Eq. (3) is the v B drift and the

second is the EXB drift in the azimuthal direction, Eq. (4) represents the

E*B drift in the radial direction, and equation of motion along the magnetic

field line is expressed by Eq. (5).

To neglect the drift in the azimuthal direction, we use the model

fields independent of ip as follows:

B(s) = B° [ 1 - acos(2Jrs/L) ] . (6)
1 - a

$ ( 9 , s : t ) = 0 p ( s ) + (^cosd^s - m 0 - u t ) , (7)

where Bo is the minimum strength of the magnetic mirror whose mirror ratio

is connected with a by R = ( 1 + a )/( 1 - a ). In Eq. (7). <$> t is the
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amplitude of an RF field or a fluctuation which propagates in both s and Q

directions, and (f) p is some static potential, like a plug potential in

tandem mirrors, which, we assume later, has the form

. : ! : ! ^

Using Eqs. (1), (6) and (7), we obtain the following normalized Hamiltonian

in the region of $ p = 0,

u2

H(u.z:t) = — - M cos(z) - P cos[k(z - t ) ] . (9)

where normalized quantities are defined as follows:

_ 2n:s _ ds k« _ Lkn .
z = - — , u = . k = - — , t =

L d 2, u = . k , t ( B t u e ) .
L dt U 2 Jt Lkn , _>

* — 2
c c

Because t h e rad ia l E*B dr i f t i s expres sed by Eqs. (4) and ( 7 ) , t h e q u a n t i t y

x = " e \p. (11)
meb)ni

satisfies the differential equation

x = - Pk sin[k(z - t ) ] . (12)

From Eqs. (9) and (12), we find that the quantity, H' = H - x, is constant

in time, therefore, the increase of energy of electron causes the radial

transport, and vice versa: <(AH)2>y2 = <(Ax)2>1/2.

3. Numerical Calculations and Results

We numerically integrate the equations

z = u, (13)

u = - M sin(z) - Pk sin[k(z - t ) ] , (14)

and Eq. (12), where • stands for the derivative with respect to new time

variable. Equations (13) and (14) are Hamilton's equations for Eq. (9). The

conservation of H' is checked to be less than 10~8. We assume the plug
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potential has the form of Eq. (8) and the value of (J) 0 is so large that

there is no end loss of the electron. We calculate the variance of x defined

by

Sx(t) = -i- f [x(s+t) - x(s)]2ds (15)
T o

for large T. Figure 1 shows the variance against time for M=k=4 and P=0.25

for which the particle orbit is stochastic. From this figure, one can find

that the variance Sx tends to saturate at finite time, but is nearly

proportional to time till the saturation. We can obtain the diffusion

coefficient from the slope as

Dx = Sx(t ) /2 . (16)

The dependence of Dx on the parameter P is shown in Fig. 2 for M=k=4. The

initial condition is chosen as* (u,z) = (0.5,0) which means that the particle

is initially trapped by the magnetic mirror. In Fig. 2, there are three

regions in P where the diffusion coefficient have different dependence on P;

( I ) Dx is independent of P for smaller P, {fl ) the dependence is 5/2 in

power, (M) the dependence is approximately 3/2 in power. The particle

orbits in the region ( I ) are trapped in the mirror for ever, while the

orbits in the regions ( I ) and ( I ) are not trapped by the mirror but

trapped by the plug potential.

It is worth to compare with the case in which the orbit z(t) is the

Wiener process. The correlation function of the velocity v(t) = dx(t)/dt

= -Pksin[k<z(t) - t}] becomes

Cv(t) = -i- JTAv(s)Av(s + t)ds, (17)

w
exp(-Okt)cos(kt) = Cv (t) (18)

J
o

k*P2

Si

where A v is the velocity deviation from the mean value and a is k/2 times

the variance of z(t). Integrating Eq. (18) with respect to t from zero to
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infinity, we obtain the following diffusion coefficient

The maximum value of this diffusion coefficient becomes kP2/4 at a = l , and

drawn by the solid line in Fig. 2 for k=4. In the original dimension, this

maximum value of the radial diffusion coefficient becomes

Dr" = -J- ( ^ ) ^ = -^1 . (20)
4 \ r B ' W 2 0)

where we used ip =sr2B/2 and vE is the E*B drift velocity in the radial

direction by means of the root mean square of the Q -component of the

fluctuating electric field. Equation (20) is identical to the diffusion

coefficient derived from the quasiiinear theory.

4. Conclusion

Single electron orbit in a magnetic mirror can become stochastic by a

monochromatic wave, and, in this case, a stochastic radial transport is

accompanied with a stochastic heating. There exist three types of dependence

of the radial diffusion coefficient on the wave amplitude for the parameters

M=k=4: ( I ) independent of the amplitude in the mirror trapped case, ( I )

5/2 power dependence, and ( I ) 3/2 power dependence on the amplitude. In the

latter two cases, the electron are trapped in the plug potential. All of the

dependence are different from that derived by the quasiiinear theory.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: The variance of x(t) vs. normalized time for M=k=4 and P=0.25. The

difference between (a) and (b) is the scale of the coordinates.

Fig.2: Normalized radial diffusion coefficient against the parameter P for

M=k=4. The solid line shows the maximum diffusion coefficient in the

case of the Wiener process of z( t) .

Fig. 2
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Low Frequency Instability in a Mirror Field

Akio Ishida

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Niigata University

Ikarashi, Niigata 950-21

The low frequency i=l mode was observed in the central cell

of the tandem mirror machines ' and enhances the radial

diffusion. Here I is the azimuthal mode number. Although the

3 4)1=1 flute mode ' seems to be the most important candidate for

this mode, the identification of the mode is not clear.'

Experimentally the bounce frequency of the ions between the mirrors

is larger than the apparent frequency of the mode. In the present

paper, the effects of the finite length of the central cell or the

bounce motion of the particles along the magnetic field will be

studied theoretically. The kinetic description leads the matrix

dispersion relation of the form

0 = det I Z Q. Cm1 , n' ; m, n; I) ] , (1)
j=e,i :

where m' and m are the axial mode numbers, n' and n the radial

ones. It is shown here that the flute mode is the solution of

(1) and the finite length of the central cell or the bounce motion

of the particles does not alter the conventional flute mode '
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which is derived from the fluid description assuming the no

variation along the magnetic field.

Since the drift kinetic description miss the effect of

the centrifugal force which drives the flute modes unstable, the

full kinetic description will be used here. In order to make

the problem tractable, assume that the magnetic field is uniform

and in the z direction, and all of the particles are reflected

at z=±L, where L is the half length of the central cell. We will

extend the method developed by Davidson to the two dimensional

case: Expand the perturbed electrostatic potential $ as

$ < r , 8 , z , t ) = I Z [ a m n c o s ( K m Z ) + S m n s i n ( k i n Z ) ] 9 ( r ) e i U e - ' J t )

m=0 n=0

where K = (m + yJir/L, k = (m + 1)TT/L and the vacuum e igen func t ion

:|>n(r) i s

<»n(r> = A n W a n d An

J.(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order I and

the eigen values {A } are determined from the condition J,(X a )n I n c

=0, where a is the radius of the conducting wall. Evidently

tj) (r = a , 8, z, t) = <ji (r, 8, z=±L, t) = 0 . The assumption of the

rigid-rotor equilibria and the quasi neutral condition lead the

matrix dispersion relation of (1). For the low frequency,

symmetric modes in the z direction, we have

Qgdn1 , n ' ; m, n; I) = (6m , ^ - S e (m
1 , m; 1) ) &n, ^ (2)

and
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Q i(m',n';m, n; - [LI - 2 2 di.

ci

R(.n', n; £)]Si(m', m; S.) , (3)

where 6 , is the Kronecker delta, p. the ion Larmor radius,

wd. and to . are the diamagnetic drift and the cyclotron frequencies

of the particles of the j species respectively,

[ac d <p (r)

Jo dr r V ( r ) dr
R (n ' , n; I) = {

for n' *; n

0 :or n = n

and

S . (m1 , ra; I) dv
- an.

z hi . - K v
-00 i m z

) C6

- K . vm1 z

Here Gj (vz) = (^)
 1 / 2 e" 2T ,

(4)

l E
a). = - i- OJ . [ 1 - (1 + — - )
J 2 cj cj

1/2

and

(5)

(6)

where u. is the lower rotation frequency of the particles in the

plane perpendicular to B, Q. the rotation frequency of the fluid
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of the j species and a>_ the ExB drift frequency. In the deriva-

tion of (2) ̂ (4) , it has been assumed that | to j , [ w_ [ , (to,. | « u) . ,

2 2

A p.« 1 and the temperatures of the ions and electrons are the

same. Hence (2) ̂ (4) are valid for the low frequency, grobal

modes. The second term of (4) represents the bounce motion of the

particles along the magnetic field and vanishes as L->•<=.

For comparison we will first derive the dispersion relation

for the flute modes letting K =K , =0 in (4). We have

0 = det [ {2 1 - (i-xV-^i) i} 6 , +
; n 1 u ~ n n

to - lui. c i
'f n? 2) ] . (7)

From (5) and (.6), approximate expressions are

e = U E
2

" "E * "de " »E " "di

u. = o)_ + to, . -
l t, di

Substitution of (8) in (7) leads

0 = { " 2{p + M ) ( M - Z ( M + M )) 1> « n. f n
IJ C, Ql

(9)

where p1 =-=-A a - 1. The radius of the plasma column is a and

2 2

the equilibrium density is proportional to exp(-r /a ). Note

that by definition oo,• is positive (negative) for the electrons

(ions) and (9) is also derived from eq.(2) of Rognlien if his
00

perturbed potential is expanded as Z an^n^r'1 ' Neglect the
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off-diagonal term in (.9) in order to get the approximate solution,

which is expressed as

1 ± i

U K . ^ 1 / 2 N

• i o j d i ) 2 ( p ' - 1) j

(10)

7 9 n '
Note that p1 is from the term (X p. + ) in (7) and is rewritten

n l OJ
1 2 ac -2 C 1

as p'=•=•( X a ) (—) - 1, where Jo (X a } = 0. This p' is approxi-z n c a x, n c

matelv equal to p of Ref.3) and if p1 is replaced by p, (10) is

equal to eq.(11) of Ref.3). The difference between p' and p is

due to the neglect of the off-diagonal term R(n', n; £) in (9).

Since v./L> in TMX experiment , consider the another

limit with v./L» | u). | , where v. is the thermal velocity of the

particles of the j species and investigate the effect of the bounce

motion along the magnetic field. In the limit considered, S- of

(4) is

S.(m1, m; i) =
2(-l)

m1 +m

3 (m1 +±) (m + i ) *

To get the approximate solution, neglect the off-diagonal term

R(n', n; I) in (3). Then the dispersion relation (1) is

, m' +m 1
0 = det (-1)'

W
(m1 + | )

(11)

where
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a) - An _ _ u,. uj - An.
,, e , ,, , 2 2 di . i

= + 11- ̂ nPj_ - ̂ — ) r
(jj - Au ci w - Aw.

The solution of the matrix dispersion relation (11) is given by

°° 1 -n-2
W = 2. The relation £ =- = -5- has been used. Since the

0 2 8m=U (2m
relation W = 2 is derived from (7) if R(n', n; A) is neglected,

the solution of W = 2 is given by (10). This means that the flute

mode is the solution of the axial eigen value equation (11) and

the bounce motion of the particles does not alter the conventional

3 4)
flute mode ' even in the limit with v./L?

1) E.B. Hooper, Jr., G.A. Hallock and J.H. Foote; Phys. Fluids

2_6, 314 (1983).

2) N. Hershkowitz (private communication).

3) T.D. Rognlien: J. Appl. Phys. 44_, 3505 (1973).

4) W. Horton and J. Liu: IFS Report IFSR2111 (1983).

5) R.H. Rutherford and E.A. Frieman: Phys. Fluids LI, 569 (1968).

6) R.C. Davidson: Phys. Fluids 19_, 1189 (1976).
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Model of Azimuthal Non-Uniformities

Induced by RF Heating in R F C - X X M ^

P.B. Parks

G.A. Technologies

Measured azimuthal profiles of the floating potential and radial loss

'lux in the center cell of RFC-XXM using segmented liiniters have revealed

stationary azimuthal asymmetries. The asymmetries are believed to be caused

by azimuthally nonuniform ICRF and ICRH injection. The purpose of this study

is to isolate one effect of the RF, namely its role as a heat source and how

in this manner it leads to azimuthally varying ambipolar plasma potential.

These calculations have bearing on the problem of ion radial diffusion since

the transport is sensitive to the magnitude and azimuthal mode number of the

stationary azimuthal electric fields. The existence uf ion diffusive

transport across flux surfaces requires an axial variation of the ?iibipolar

potential as well in order to decorrelate the radial step size from the

azimuthal E * B twist angle through the action of the ion bouncing motion.

Axially uniform potential can only lead to plasma radial convection- not

serious unless the plasma is radially convected to material obstructions

located just outside the plasma periphery. The treatment of both azimuthal

and axial variations in the plasma potential is difficult and would require a

kinetic treatment because the ion and electrons bouncing motion is involved.

For simplicity then we will disregard axial variations by modeling the center

cell of RFC-XXM as a long cylindrical system with uniform magnetic field

B = B z. The only significant particle motion are E * B drift across the

field line and therefore fluid theory is applicable. The particle continuity
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and electrons and ion heat balance equation are linearized by taking all

quantities like electron temperature, density and potential to have a lowest

order part independent of azimuthal angle 8 and a small first order part

having the 6-dependent variation. The expansion is justified because of the

smallness of the parameter u = (IA-T ) where uF is the anaular E * B rotation
t p t

frequency and x_ is the particle end-loss confinement time. The small

electron azimuthal temperature Te variation determine the potential $

variation because a small increase in Te induces a corresponding increase in <j>

so that axial electron and ion loss rates are made equal and quasineutrality

is maintained. Denoting first order quantities by a superscript we have

the relation between <|>'(8) and T'(9) given by:

0 = -^r- T '(8) + -^ $>(%) (1)
olg e Of

The RF heat source is modeled by writing P = nP where n is the plasma

density and P is proportional to the square of the electric fields times a

damping rate. In our model we take the damping rate to be independent of

plasma parameter. For ICRH Type III Antenne with element lying at azimuths

9=45°, 135°, 225°, 315° P is given by

P = <P>a - E/1
Zcos 48 + EQ

2cos
0 4

for both m=+l and -1 heating, and <P>e is the 9 average of P. In modeling

ECRH injection we used the ray tracing code TRACE (LLL) to obtain the heat

deposition profile. Analytic solution for, i y , Te', $', and n
r are obtained

by expanding these quantities in Fourier series and then solving algebaic

equations for the coefficients.

Our main conclusion is that a reduction in the magnitude of the azimuthal

electric field and hence the radial convection and transport can be
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accomplished by increasing the ExB rotation speed and increasing the azimuthal

mode number of the RF nonuniformity. Our first conclusion has been

corraborated by experiment in which the radial electric field was reduced

causing an increase in amplitude of the nonuniformities.[2]

[1] P.B. Parks, "Model of Azimuthal Nonuniformities Induced by RF Heating in

the RFC-XX Devices" to be published.

[2] Prica, H.D., Garner, H. private communications.
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Azimuthal Uniformity and Current Balance Study

of ICRH-Produced Plasma in RFC-XX-M

S. Okamura and RFC Group

As the axial confinement of the open ended systems has been improved

greatly, people has become to be more concerned about the problems on the

radial transport. At present we may devide them rougly into -two kinds. One

is the general transport problem which might exist in any kind of

configuration and another one is rather special problem due to the non-

axisymmetry of the configuration (magnetic field, heating etc.). We made

series of experiments to study such problems on RFC-XX-M. This machine has

the unique characteristics in the magnetic field configuration, axisymmetry,

which might be great help for such a study because we can separate or neglect

one problem due to the non-axisymmetry of magnetic field configuration from

others.

RFC-XX-M is a cusp based open ended system which has an axisymmetric

central mirror (R^ = 2.6) and two spindle cusps at both ends (Fig. 1). The

cusp field works as an MHD anchor, and also works as an end cell where the RF

plugging and/or the ambipolar potential plugging is applied. For this

transport study, we did not use either plugging. The plasma is produced with

the ICRF heating using the rotating Type-Ill coils. This coil system is

composed of four elements of antenna, which turns to be the major source of

non-axisymmetry in the RFC-XX-M device.

We began the transport study from the current balance study. It is

related mainly with the problem of electron transport under the strong RF

heating. In open ended system research, people believe for a long time that
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the electrons go out through the open ends together with ions making the net

electric current negligibly small compared with the equivalent current of

particles. However, it is not true for two reasons. First, the particle loss

to the end wall is not ambipolar because of the radial and azimuthal structure

of the plasma. So the measurement of the electric current at the open end

could be the way to investigate the structure of the plasma (density,

potential, temperature etc.). Secondly, radial diffusion is not negligible

even in open ended systems. Because the diffusion rate is different in

general for ions and electrons, the net electric current to the end wall could

be non-zero. In this case, the electric current measurements give information

about the radial diffusion.

There are two limiters in RFC-XX-M, one is a gas box at the throat of th?

central mirror and another is' the limiter at the midplane. Both are about on

the same flux tube. For the measurement of end loss current, simple metal

plates are installed in many places at line cusp ends and at point cusp

ends. When we measure the current to limiters and end plates, the gas box

current is negative while the midplane limiter and the end plates at both line

cusps (and at point cusps) collect a positive current. The total current is

not zero for this case.

To investigate this in more detail, we applied a bias voltage to the gas

box and measured the current to gas box itself and to the end plates at the

particular azimuthal position while the midplane limiter was floated. Figure

2 shows these currents as a function of bias voltage on the gas box. It shows

the strong interaction between the gas box and the plasma because the

variation of the end plate current can not be attributed only to the change of

the edge plasma near the gas box. From this data we see that the floating

potential of the gas box is about -200 V. At that point, we still have a

residual positive current to the end plates which should be zero. Figure 3

gives the answer to that question. The electric current to the end plates
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located at various azimuthal positions are plotted for about one third of LB

line cusp end (the midplane limiter and the gas box are now both floated).

The position of one element of the Type-Ill antenna is suggested in the figure

also. From the current-voltage characteristic curve of end plates, we know

that the non-uniformity is for both the electron temperature and the

potential.

The azimuthal non-uniformity described above should be due to the

incontinuous structure (four elements) of the Type-III antenna. If we can

make the plasma with only two elements of antenna, we could get clearer

relation between the plasma non-uniformity and the antenna structure. We

investigated this problem by measuring the current which flows in the limiter

at the midplane. This limiter consists of azimuthally cut eight segments.

Figure 4 shows the :urrent distribution on all segments for the plasma

produced with two antenna elements. Two figures (a) and (b) show clearly the

dependence of the plasma structure on the position of the antenna elements.

In the case of four elements excitation, plasma structure is more uniform but

still there is some non-uniformity similar to the case of Fig. 3.

cusp plugging
electrode

point cusp //
plugging //
coil 1/

lo slow neutral
particle analyzer

multigrid
energy analyzer

mulrihead
energy analyzer

Fig. 1
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Breakdown of Intrinsic Ambipolarity for the

Radial Diffusion Due to a Rotating RF Field

T. Hatori

Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University

and

H. Hojo

Department of Materials Science, Hiroshima University

Motivation

1) In the straight section of RFC device, an r f gas-ionization experiment^-'

was performed with use of the Rotating type I I I c o i l . Remarkable

contrast was obtained between the two prof i les of plasma density produced

by left-hand (m=-l) and right-hand (m=l) rotation of the r f magnetic

f i e l d which is applied perpendicularly to the s tat ic f i e l d (see

Figure). For the case of m=-l, the shape is almost f l a t , but in the case

of m=l a sharp peak was observed near the axis. This result cannot be

understood by the simple balance between the gas source and the end-loss

process. The rf-induced radial transport is essential to the phenomena.

2) Dr i f t pumping of thermal barriers by induced radial transport of ions.

Basic Idea

The wave-induced radial f lux tends to be i n t r i ns i ca l l y ambipolar;
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where <r ' " ' > and <r ^e '> are averaged wave-induced ion and electron fluxes in

the radial d i rec t ion. For instance, the electron and ion radial fluxes

induced by the d r i f t i ns tab i l i t y are i n t r i ns i ca l l y same. The Aiy is in

propotion to the rate of change of the average total 9-momentum of

plasma. P •

St pa

where the bar means an average over high frequencies and over a small 3rea.

The intrinsic ambipolar property is quite reasonaole, if 1) there exists the

S-syinmetry for the unperturbed state and if 2N the wave is produced by a

microscopic instability.

In the present case of rotating rf, the first condition is not satisfied,

although the second one is. It is quite probable that the plasma gains a net

increase in P. from the externally driven rf field and therefore the intrinsic

amoipolar diffusion caused by rf fields breaks down. The present basic idea

is the following. If AT is positive, ions diffuse outward relative to

electrons, causing increase in the electrostatic potential at the outer

region, and from the Boltzman distribution for electrons the density profile

tends to be fiat. On the other hand, when Ar is negative, the ion radial

flux is directed inward, causing increase in the potential near the axis, and

then peaking of plasma density takes place near the axis.

The 8-Momentum Balance

Taking a va-moment of the Vlasov equation for species s with a source or

collision term C, we readily obtain a precise expression for the averaged

radial particle flux for s-species,
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d3V <5VgV • 5V f ' s ^ > + ~- <E,> < n ^ > (1)
s

<(E n ( s ) + I r ( s )
m , - n l " + i r > J 1 - B ) e > + J d 3 V V 9 C ( s l ( V ) .

The right-hand-side of eq. (1) means acceleration in the 6-direction due to a

variety of mechanisms: the polarization d r i f t , the ponderomotive e f fec t , the

viscous stress, the azimuthal e lect r ic f i e l d , the wave-induced transport and

the col l is ional transport, respectively. In eq. (1) , some notations are

r = / d3V V f

-y -*•

V = r/n

-»- - • - - * •

V = V + 5V

and - means r f , and the brackets denote a time average over high frequencies.

Discarding other terms in eq. (1) than the wave-induced transport, we

obtain

= _ [ < £ 9 n ( s > > + I ( < ? z ( s ) B r > - < r r < s > B z > ) ] .

To evaluate the sign of ATr, we calculate the induced e lect r ic current AJ r

defined by

= eC<r r
( i )> - < r r

( e ) >]



The first term in eq.(2) is assumed to be negligible, because of

quasineutrality, p = 0.

Evaluation of the sign of aj,.

Finally, we perform non-trival calculation of the shear effect, <J B >,

and also of the congressional effect, <JrB >. Consider a cylindrical plasma

with an arbitrary density profile separated from a conducting wall by a

vacuum. We have a numerical code to obtain the wave structure, so that it

would be straigntforwara to evaluate the sign of iJ_. But in the present

talk, an analytical result is given by solving the wave ecuation

(Lv • S) E -

where L is vacuum operator, <j is the plasma conductivity tensor, and J ^ is

the coil current. Assumptions for the analysis are the following.

1) Characteristic value of L is much less than that of a ; << a .

2) The characteristic value of the dissipation part o. is much less than

that of the dissipation-free part o~; |o.| << | a™j. The dissipation of

plasma is assumed to come from the gas.

3) The density is flat with a sharp cut at r=a.

Conclusion

1) The dominant electron flux, r r , originates from the shear

effect, <J B >, with tne parallel dissipation mechanism.

2) The dominant ion flux, r r
1 0 n, originates from the compressional

effect, <J B >, with the perpendicular dissipation mechanism.
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3) I f the density of neutral gas is homogeneous, the analytical expression

for the RF-induced current, AJ r , is

1 e cv 1
= 8 Me »

a)

where

ne2e2 2 E

a) .
2

v . vk c
1 Z

r
CT

2
(0

, u e M

ci e

u c i . 2

ii .
C1

1 . CI

(3)

v is the perpendicular wave number, and vJe and v̂  are the effect ive

co l l i s ion frequency for electrons and ions, respectively.

The typical value of the induced relat ive flow veloc i ty , AVr, is

i el

AVp

r ion _
= 7 [cm/sec] ,

when n=10^ and the neutral density, ng=10 .

5) Further investigation is necessary to explain the density p ro f i l e

observed in the gas-ionization experiment of RFC device.
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Figure Caption

Radial density profiles measured in the central section for the m=-l mode

(a) and the m=+l mode (b).

Reference

1) T. Sato et al : Research Report, IPP, Nagoya University, IPPJ-653 Oct.

1983: Dr-oceedings of the Workshop, Advanced Bumpy Torus Concepts, July,
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EFFECT OF ECH AND ICH ON AMBIPOLAFU.fOTENTIAL IN NBT-1M

T. Shoji and NBT Group

Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, Japan

In a nonaxisymmetric device like the t»mpy torus, the diffusion

coefficient of ions and electrons are not automatically equal, so that

an ambipolar field develops to maintain charge neutrality. The trans-

port coefficient is strongly influenced bySuch ambipolar field that

makes E x B drift motion of the plasma. The effect of the ambipolar

potential especially on the ion transport was studied experimentally in

the wide range of T./T by introducing the additional ECH and ICH power

to the plasma in NBT-1M device.

FR Microwave Power on Ion Transport

In standard NBT-1M operation, the plasmas are produced at the

fundamental ECH resonance zone (co = u , 18 GHz) located near the
>j ce

mirror throats and the hot electron rings are formed at a second harmonic

resonance zone (u = 2u; ) in the midplane., When the additional micro-

wave power (8.5 GHz) for the fundamental resonance (FR) heating on hot

electrons is applied, a magnetic fluctuation in the range of ion cyclo-

tron frequency and an energetic ion tail formation associated with this

fluctuation are observed. The effect of the ion transport related to

those nonmaxwellian energy distribution on the ambipolar potential forma-

tion was studied.

The magnetic fluctuation spectrum (B ) measured by a magnetic

probe shows that the fluctuation in the range of ion cyclotron frequency,
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-v 20 MHz (*\. 5f .) at the ring position , is increased by applying 8.5 GHz
1 2)

microwave power (Fig.l). Stability theory '*' predicts that a hot elec-

tron interchange mode in the range of nfci appears when the ratio of

the hot electron density to the ion density rv/n, increases to the

certain value. Observation of the Increase in the fluctuation level of

diamagnetic signal of the hot electrons implies that such sort of Instability

appears at the hot electron rings.

Ion heating associated with those fluctuation was studied by using

a time of flight type neutral particle analyzer which has the detectable

particle energy range, 50 eV < E < 1.2 keV (Fig.2). When the 8.5 GHz

microwave power is introduced, the bulk ion temperature 1s raised from

10 eV to 30 eV and the high .energy ion tail (% 200 eV) appeared as shown

in Fig.3. The change in the ambipoiar potential, which plays a dominant

role in the plasma transport in the bumpy torus, accompanied with the

ion tall formation was measured with the use of the heavy ion beam

probe. The potential well depth decreases until Pg 5 ^ 3 kW and then

starts increasing with the appearance of the high energy ion tail.

An enhancement of ion diffusion due to the ion tail is predicted

to deepen the potential well by the neoclassical transport ' theory for

resonant particles. In this theory the diffusion coefficient of the

ion tail to the bulk component is calculated as

here the subscripts t and o denote the tail and bulk component of ions,

respectively. Ota^/D^it 1S estimated by using the experimentally

observed, values in the right hand side of the equation (1) and it implies

that the diffusion enhanced by the ion tail plays important role on the
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change in the ambipolar potential.

One of the possible mechanism for the change in the potential

below Pg 5 ^ 3 kW is attributable to the diffusion enhanced by the low

frequency electrostatic fluctuation which is observed to be decreased

with 8.5 GHz microwave power.

Multiantenna ICH on Ambipoiar Potential

In the single antenna ICH experiment for the ECH plasma, the ion

heating was observed near the antenna cavity. To study the plasma

transport by changing the bulk ion temperature, we need to heat both

trapped and toroidally passing ions uniformly around the torus. For

this purpose twelve half turn antennas are installed around the torus

(Fig.4) and the RF power (500 kW, 7-28 MHz) is delivered equally to

those antennas.

The ion heating with this antenna system has been done at two

different frequencies, 9 MHz and 17 MHz, for B = 4 kG. Increase in ion

temperature causes the substantial change in ambipolar potential profile,

which plays an important role on a plasma transport owing to the

resultant E x B poloidal drift motion of particles. In Fig.5 we show

an example of the change in 2-0 potential profile by applying the RF

power of 53 kW (total) at 9 MHz (BQ = 4 kG). In this example, the ion

temperature is increased from ^ 15 eV to ^ 290 eV and it causes the

change in the potential profile from well to positive hill type. Such a

change in the potential profile was observed also for the heating at 17

KHz where no fundamental ion cyclotron resonance exists in the cavity,

so that it appears that those change in the ambipolar potential is

closely related to the increase in ion temperature, and not to the heat-

ing configuration of the wave.

The increment of the center potential by the ion heating was observed
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to be proportional to the increase in the ion temperature as shown in

Fig.6 (f = 9 MHz).
4 5)Conventional neoclassical theory • ' predicts that the potential

well become deeper to confine the high energy ions when ions are heated,

so that the present theory is contradictory to the experimental results.

In the experiment, when T > T. (CCH plasma), the electrostatic potential

was well shaped, and when T < T- (ion heated plasma), that was hill

shaped (Fig.7). Confinement study of plasmas related those potential

profiles is now underway.
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Transports Studies of ECH and ICRH-Heated Bumpy Torus Plasma in NBT-1M

T. Kamimura and D.F. Hastings

The 1 1/2 dimensional radial transport equations have been solved for a

ECH and ICRH-Heated bumpy torus core plasma with parameters corresponding to

NBT-1M. The diffusion coefficients and equations used were the same as in

Ref. [1]. The radial electric field was determined self consistently by the

constraint that the radial ion and electron fluxes be equal. The density and

temperature equations were evolved to steady-state for a fixed volume averaged

density, volume averaged electron temperature and volume averaged ion

temperature.

In Fig. 1, we plot the potential profile against major radius and volume

averaged ion temperature. The volume averaged density and electron

temperature were kept fixed in this figure. This plot is motivated by

experimental observations that the polarity of the potential changes as a

function of ion temperature [2]. In Fig. l(a) we have <n> = 5 x 10^ Cm"^,

<Tfc> = 140 eV (<...> = — / dV ...) and we see that the potential for small ion

temperatures is a hill then as the ion temperature increases it changes

abruptly to a well at every spatial point. For low ion temperatures the

electric field is positive because for these parameters the ions are

coilisional and the electrons are collisioniess and hence the electron loss

rate exceeds the ion loss rate so forcing the electric field to be positive.

As the ion temperature is increased the ions become collisionless and the ion

loss rate begins to exceed the electron loss rate. This forces the electric

field to be negative everywhere to retard the lossy ions. In Fig. l(b) we

take <n> = 5 x 1O11 cm"3, <Te> = 50 eV and change the ion temperature from

15 eV to 25 eV. As before the potential is a hill but as the ion temperature



increases it becomes a well first in the center which then spreads towards the

edge as the temperature increases. This is because at the edge of the

temperature is low and the edge ions stay coll isional after the center has

jumped roots.

These results on the change of the polarity of the potential are

summarized in Fig. 2. We plot the boundary across which the potential changes

in the <Te>, <T^> plane for fixed <n>. In Fig. 2, we have <n> = 5 x 1 0 ^ , 5 x

10 1^ j and 5 x 1 0 ^ cra"^. On the right side of each curve the potential is

positive while on the left side it is negative. As the density increase the

curve moves to tne right since the col 1isionality increases. This means that

at a given ion temperature the electron temperature has to increase in order

for the electron collisionality to drop into the collisionless regime and give

lossy electrons. These curves becomes almost parallel to the <T^> axis for

large <T^> and indicate that a jump to the electron root for large <T^> is

largely facilitated by increasing <Te> not <T^>. These plots are useful for

indicating what sort of heating could be useful in encouraging the transition

of the plasma to one or the other stable root.

Future areas of research are to consider the effect of direct "losses on

the radial electric field and to consider the effect of rf driven diffusion.

Direct losses may introduce integral expressions for the electric field while

rf diffusion will depend also on the microwave power and how that changes the

lossiness of each species.

[1] Hastings, D.E. and Kamimura T., Nucl. Fusion _24_, 473 (1984).

[2] Shoji, T., et al., Proc. 4th Int. Symposium on Heating in Toroidal

Plasmas, Vol. I (Rome, 1986) 413.
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GUIDING CENTER DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION AND

LONGITUDINAL INVARIANT

J. TODOROKI

IPP, Nagoya Univ., Nagoya, Japan

In Li eduction

Guiding center approximation 'or drift approximation ; is a well known

and powerful method to describe the charged particle motion in a strong

magnetic field. But when one use the drift kinetic equation to describe

callective motion of plasma, one often meet some 'paradoxes" or

confusions: in some cases the results obtained by using drift equation do

not agree with that obtained by using Vlasov equation. In order to solve

these "paradoxes' the relation between the moments of real particle

distribution and that of drift approximation is considered .

Using the same technique to deriving drift equation, the bounce

averaged equation of motion is considered; and the deviation of the drift

orbit from J- surface is calculated in first order.

DRIFT APPROXIMATION

In driving the correct relation, one should mind the following

natures of the transformation from real particle to drift one. First, the

transformation is not unique one, because of the ordering or coordinates

used, or some constants of integration. So we can choose most convenient

one for our purposes. Second, the Jacobian of the transformation is not

unity; this causes an ambiguity in interpreting drift quantities.
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Finally, in the drift approximation terms of different orders appear

mixedly. In order to satisfy Liouville's theorem, some denominators

appearing drift equation of motion can not be expanded in small

parameter. Sometimes one should retain some part <̂ not whole) of higher

order terms to get correct results. This suggests that appearing

"paradoxes" may be results of ignoring higher order terms.

In this paper we do not consider the case that one use the higher

order drift equation of motion; we use the lowest order approximation for

the drift equation of motion. We also assume that the electric field is

weak and time dependence is also weak. We shall write the transformation

in the form

z(r,v) = Z(R,V) + 5Z;R,V) ,1 >

or

r,R,V) = R + 6R(R,VV. u(R,V) = V - 5V'(P,V;. r

where

v = V:,6 + V'JLC(0). :2)

Then the distribution f(z) = f(r,v) of real (physical) particles is

transformed to the drift distribution F'Z) = F'R.V) by the relation

fiz< = FiZ), 3-

or

f'z'dz = F(Z)JiZ)dZ, 3

where J(Z) is the Jacobian. Then we can express the real distribution

function f in terms of F

f'Z) = F(Z) - -§z ± ^^

Thus we can get
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n = J FJdV - -jy oRFJdV - ..., 5a

T = J:V^6V]FJ ,56

etc. If we use the transformation

—yrb xc+ — 7 + .... '6a;

eB eB2-

ml/,
= Vd + ... + ^ = y (E± • V B )c

2S

E '< 6

J = I^.V.,6- H H
CD O

where Vd is the drift velocity in small E and small d dt , we get

n= nc - ̂ ^ 2 ^ ) - ̂ ravb-curlb^ .... 7

Here nc and Fc,; are density and parallel flow of guiding center particles,

respectively. The quasi neutrality condition is

e no - nee = V ± ;!ei£^), 8

where z_ - m.nc B' is perpendicular (static) dielectric constant and a; ,

Fci are density and parallel flow of guiding center particles,

respectively.

BOUNCE AVERAGING

In the curvilinear coordinates (£.)?.C> » where magnetic field is

expressed as

B = V? x V>? = VC + /i?V? -i- h^V?7, 9;
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we shall consider the transformation from drift variables

(?>>7>C-P = mV-i/B ) to the bouncing variables (a,£, + ,J) such that

(*.J}=1. fa,*) = (/?,*[= fa.J! = |/3,J} =0, d O )

and dH/dty = 0. where (...) stands for the Poisson brackets and H is

the Hamiltonian. The method to carry out the transformation is completely

parallel to that in obtaining drift transformation '• . We write the

transformation in the form

p = P(<\f,J ,a,f}) + P(1) (*,J,a,/3) + ... (lla)

C = Z(*.J,a./S) + Z(l) (*,J,a./3) + ... (lib)

f = a - a;l)(*,J.a./3) + . .. (lie

n = H - Hin (*,J,a,/S) + . .. did

Then in the lowest order we obtain

with

V;a./3.<",£s = ./-(E-ijBia.lS.O-ei'a.iS.C)) , (13

and the equation of motion

dt d|3 ' a ^ ^ - d E ^ dt 6a ' a a ' ' K a £ '

In the next order we get the expression

In the mirror devices, the magnetic field strength can be written as

fi(?.>7.C) =Bo(C) + f(Cb(C) + C2(C)cos(2?7))

in paraxial approximation. In this case eqs.(15) become to
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17a

£ JO B̂o '..C)

If C? is an even functions of £, the integral in r.h.s. in eq.(17a

vanishes, when one observes drift orbit at ( = 0. Since this is the case

of TMX, the crossing of drift orbit with C= 0 plane coincides to J,, =

const, surface. If C2 is not an even function, the crossing of drift

orbit with ,̂"=0 plane lies on different locus to different sign of velocity

at C=0, and J,, = const, curve is a mean of two loci.

SUMMARY.

In using drift kinetic equation and obtaining correct results, it is

necessary to use the correct relation between density, mean velocity, etc

of real particles and those of drift particles. Especially, as quasi

neutrality condition eq.(8) will be helpful. In bounce averaged

approximation the guiding center orbit is not on ]\ = const, surface: J,

is an averaged orbit and the deviation of drift orbit from J i - const,

surface is described by eq. (16} or (17).

REFERENCE

1; LittleJohn,R.CPhys.Fluids 24(1981 ;1730.
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Simulation Studies on Stability of Hot Electron Plasma

Yukiharu OHSAWA

Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University

Nagoya, Japan

Stability of a hot electron plasma in a NBT(EBT)-like geometry l2

has been studied by using a 2-1/2 dimensional relativistic,

electromagnetic particle code.

Our simulation model is shown in Fig.l. In the simulation, spatial

variation is allowed only in the x- and y- directions, with the

z-direction being an ignorable coordinate, although the particles have

three velocity components ( Ur.t^.Uz). The system is periodic in the

y-direction and is bounded in the x-direction with total grid size

LrxLu=128dx
 1.28d .where d is the grid spacing. The external magnetic field

So is formed by an external current Jo which is rigid and not influenced

by the plasma. The external magnetic field So points in the z-direction,

and its strength decreases with x as l/(x-Lx/2+R), where the constant R is

a measure of the magnetic field gradient. The initial plasma density also

decreases with x. All quantities are constant in the y-direction in the

equilibrium state. Because both the external magnetic field and the plasma

density (pressure) decreases with x, the plasma can be intechange unstable

if there is no hot electron layer, which was confirmed by using our

simulation model in Ref(3).

Accoding to a theory4, the plasma is unstable to a hot electron

interchange mode if the beta value of the hot electrons is too high
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compared to the beta value of the core plasma. This instability is driven

by a hot electron pressure, and its frequency is much lower than the ion

cyclotron frequency(the low-frequency hot electron interchange

instability), provided the magnetic drift frequency of the hot electrons

is lower than the ion cyclotron frequency. However.when the magnetic drift

frequency is higher than the ion cyclotron frequency, the instability with

the frequency higher than the ion cyclotron frequency is thoretically

predicted to grow (the high-frequency hot electron interchange

instability). In our simulations, these two instabilities have been

studied.

For the low-frequency hot electron intechange mode, comparison of the

simulation results5 with the analytical predictions of linear stability

theory show fairly good agreement with the magnitude of the growth rates

calculated without hot electron finite Larmor radius effects. Strong

stabilizing effects by finite Larmor radius of the hot electrons are

observed for short wavelength modes. A typical time evolution of the

instability is shown in Fig.2.

As for the high-frequency hot elsctron interchange mode, there is a

discrepancy between our simulation results and the theory. We chose a

parameter regime in which the high-frequency hot electron interchange mode

is theoretically predicted to grow, however the high-frequency instability

>i*.«i never been observed. Strong cross-field diffusion in a poloidal

direction of the hot electrons might explain the stability . Each particle

has a magnetic drift velocity, and the speed of the magnetic drift is

proportional to the kinetic energy of each particle. Hence, if the

particles have high temperature, the spread of the magnetic drift velocity

is large. This causes a strong cross-field diffusion of the hot electrons.

In the simulation of the second case (simulation for the
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high-frequency hot electron interchange mode), we have observed an

enhanced temperature relaxation between the hot and the cold electrons,

when the temperature ratio Th/Te is large, although the theoretically

predicted high frequency modes are stable. A machanism of this rapid

energy relaxation is not known yet, and is under investigation.

References

1) H.Ikegami, H.Ikezi, M.Hosokawa, S.Tanaka, and K.Takayama,

Phys.Rev.Lett. 19,(1967)779.

2) R.A.Dandle, H.O.Eason, P.H.Edmonds, and A.C.England,Nucl.

Fusion 11,(1971)411.

3) Y.Ohsawa and J.M.Dawson, Phys.Fluids 27(1984)1491.

4) H.L.Berk, J.W.VanDam. M.N.Rosenbluth, and D.A.Spong, Phys.Fluids

26(1983) 201.

5) Y.Ohsawa, J.M.Dawson, and J.W.VanDam, submitted to Phys.Fluids.
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Analytic and Numerical Calculations of the

Ambipolar Electric Field in a Stellarator

D.E. Hastings

The fo rmu la t ion fo r c a l c u l a t i n g the rad ia l e l e c t r i c f i e l d in a

s t e l l a r a t o r has usua l ly been the steady s ta te ambipo la r i t y r e l a t i o n s h i p .

This equation is local in space ana when solved with the density rate

equations

3n ,
1 + / " (y'(r)T

3t v T r T 3r { { ' a

several different electric field solutions may exist. This raises a number of

questions: how does the plasma choose the electric field solution, can two

spatially close points be an different roots and what limits how fast the

plasma can change solutions? Here we have analyzed the time dependent version

of the ambipolarity relationship in terms of the theory of nonlinear

differential equations. We also have shown that the width of the zone over

which the solution changes is limited by the orbit deviation from the flux

surface. Finally we have solved the equations numerically to illustrate some

of these physical concepts.

For a stellarator the time dependent ambipolarity equation is

3*' " i ^ , 1 v 3 * ' v 7 r t*>\
iW - e0 -TZ ( mq } 3t" = l Za ra (* > •

8P 3

I f we l i n e a r i z e about the steady s ta te so lu t ions ( * 0 ' ) we can see tha t we
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can find normal mode solutions of the form

where

Solutions with u<Q are stable, solutions with u>0 are unstable and

"olutions with u=0 are marginally stable or critical solutions. From the

theory of nonlinear differential equations we can show that at every radial

location the plasma will never be on the unstable solutions and will stay

close to the stable solution it was on at the previous time until the solution

becomes marginally stable at which point (in time and space) it will jump to

the nearest stable solution. This gives rise to a hysterisis-1 ike behavior in

that the solution the plasma will choose will depend on the way it is

prepared.

Next we considered the problem of the spatial width of the zone over

which the plasma would change solutions. This jumping can only occur if one

species (usually the ions) is collisionless. We assumed the ions were in the

superbanana plateau regime of coliisionality and showed that the equation for

the first order distribution function could be written.

U) f 2 £ ^ A ^
3(<e>/n ) 2 3e ° 8 3<9> 3r

The first two terms on the LHS when combined with the RHS give the usual

superbanana plateau flux. The third term on the LHS contain:, the information

on the finite size of the orbit deviation from a flux surface and has usually

been neglected. By keeping it a correction to the ion flux is obtained which
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contains the square of the derivative of the electric field. This can be used

to estiamte the width of the zone over which the electric field is changing

and it is found that if Ln is the density length scale then the zone width is

2/3 2bounded below by 14 (E^/E )(1/(L e ' )). This is a measure of the average

width of the superbanana orbits.

Another measure of the orbit width was obtained by considering the

nonresonant low coll isionality regime. A diffusion equation for the electric

field was obtained where the diffusion coefficient scaled as l/(*') . This

has the desirable property that it vanishes faster than the particle flux as

the electric field becomes large. Since this is now a second order equation

for the electric field two boundary conditions were imposed. There were

that «'(r=0)=0 and ( -rr «") (r=a)=G. This equation has the virtue that it is

valid over the whole of the plasma although the finite orbit size is

underestimated when the plasma is in a resonant regime.

This diffusion equation was solved numerically and it was confined that

the solution changed in time when a critical point was reached but the jump

occured in such a way that the electric field profile remained continuous.
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BEHAVIOR OF HELICALLY-TRAPPED FAST ION ORBITS IN HELIOTRON E

*
K.HANATANI, Y.NAKASHIMA , H.ZUSHI, F.SANO, O.MOTOJIMA,

M.WAKATANI, T.OBIKI, A.IIYOSHI, AND K.UO

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyoto University,

Gokasho, Uji, Kyoto, JAPAN

INTRODUCTION

Helically trapped particles play key roles in non-axisymmetric magnetic

traps such as stellarator and heliotron. They are called "localized" particles

and are believed to escape most easily out from the plasma. In a previous

paper /I/, however, we predicted a possibility of perpendicular NBI into

Heliotron E using a guiding-center drift orbit calculation with classical

slowing-down process of fast ions. Since then, the effectiveness of the

perpendicular injection has been demonstrated in a series of NBI experiments

/2-4/ from the view point of the heating efficiency. The purpose of this paper

is to directly verify the theoretically predicted confinement of the localized

fast ions by using a neutral—particle diagnostic and a Monte—Carlo beam orbit

Fokker-Planck code.

Two beam lines (BL-1 and BL-2) are inclined off the meridian plane by 28°;

another beam line (BL-3) is on the meridian plane and is perpendicular to the

magnetic field (see Fig.l). The drift orbit calculation shows that the fast

ions created by BL-1 and BL-2 ("co-") injections are born initially on passing

orbits. In BL-3 ("perp.") injection, by contrast, the fast ions are born on

localized orbits (Fig.2). A passive 10-channel neutral-particle energy

analyzer (NPA) is oriented perpendicular to the magnetic field to detect the

drift orbit of the localized fast ions.

* Present address; Plasma Research Center, The University of Tsukuba
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FAST ION EXPERIMENT

Hydrogen-neutral beams (E. . = 26 kev) were injected into a currentless

deuterium plasma. The co- beam ( 700 kw) was turned on for 170 ms. Then, the

perp. beam ( 300 kw ) was superimposed in the last 70 ms of the co-beam pulse

(Fig.3). Energy spectra of the fast-hydrogen ions, H , were analyzed by

setting the highest energy chainel, ch-10, just below the injection energy

E . In the ch-10, no neutral-particle signal was detected during the period

of co-beam pulse. High neutral-particle signals were, however, reproducibly

detected in the same energy channel in quick response to the onset of the

perp.-beam pulse. In the next lower energy channel ( ch-9; E = 16 kev), both

co- and perp.-beam flux were detected.; the flux intensity of the perp.-beam was

much stronger than that of the co-beam although the input power of the former

was less than half of the latter.

These results indicate (1) a strong anisotropy of the distribution of the

hydrogen ions near E in the velocity space and (2) the relaxation of the
inj

anisotropy (by pitch-angle scattering) as they slowdown to the lower energy.

These results, however, indicate another important experimental fact related to

the behavior of the localized particles in the heliotron type magnetic field

with deep helical ripple. The high distinct neutral-particle flux synchronized

with the perp.-injection timing (Fig.3) demonstrates that fast ions with very

large perpendicular energy component can circulate around the major radius of

the Heliotron E plasma. Note that the perp.-beam (BL-3) is located at the

opposite side of the torus with respect to the detector (Fig.l). We interpret

the high neutral-particle flux observed during the perp.-injection period as

experimental evidence that indicate the confinement of the localized fast ions

and their circulation around the torus without getting into the loss cone in

the velocity space.

Profile measurement was carried out with special attention to possible

up-down asymmetry in the neutral outflux, which is usually related to loss of

localized ions in nonaxisymmetric systems. Two different regimes were found in

the neutral outflux: One is the up-down symmetric, high-energy regime,

indicating a good confinement of injected fast ions. The other is low-energy
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regime slightly distorted to the direction of ion drift. Several possible

explanations for the observed peculiar dependence of up-down symmetry on energy

were given.

MONTE-CARLO BEAM ORBIT CALCULATION

More difficult to understand were the angular profiles of the fast-neutral

flux obtained by vertical detector scan. The profiles of the co- and

perp.-beam flux were markedly different in the high-energy regime: The co-beam

flux was double-humped. The perp.-beam flux was however single-humped, having

a peak on the equatorial plane. To explain the observed flux profiles, we have

carried out a full Monte-Carlo calculation. Because the detected flux depend

on (a) geometries of the injector and detector, (b) fast-ion orbit (c) and

plasma parameters, the whole process is best treated by the 3D-2V Monte-Carlo

techniques. The double-humped profile of the co-beam flux and the

single-humped profile of the perp.-beam flux were reproduces by this

calculation. The good agreement suggests that the classical assumption of the

drift orbit and the slowing-down process of the fast ions may be adequate for

the description of the present NBI experiment.

In conclusion, the expected toroidal circulation of the localized

particles in the Heliotron E device has been confirmed experimentally by

comparing the detected charge-exchange neutral flux with calculation. Ability

to confine superthermal charged particles with large perpendicular energy

component is a necessary condition for a successful plasma heating not only by

perpendicular NBI discussed here but also by ICRF and ECR waves.

REFERENCES

III K.Hanatani et al., Nucl. Fusion, 21 (1981) 1067.
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§1 Introduction

We are here interested in neoclassical transport in an I =2

high-shear helical system which is similar to the Heliotron-E

device ^ with a large helical ripple, e, (7) ^0.3, compared to

the toroidal ripple, et(i~) ̂ 0.1. It has an average minor radius

of 1=20 cm, an aspect ratio of R/a=10 and a helical magnetic

field of about 20 KG. It is well known that the £=2 helical

system have elliptic magnetic surfaces. The effect of elliptic-

ity on neoclassical transport has, however, not yet been studied.

Our concern is in the neoclassical diffusion for both the 1/v

regime and the plateau regime, where v is electron-ion collision

frequency. In §2, we summarize our results in the 1/v regime

which was published in NUCLEAR FUSION[2].

In tokamaks with vertically elongated cross-section, diffu-

sion coefficient is given by

(1)
2 K2 E(( ic2 -1 )/K 2 )
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Where D^ is a plateau diffusion coefficient with circular

cross-section, K is ellipticity and E is the complete

elliptic integral. This means elliptic magnetic surfaces with

< > 1 improve transport in tokamaks. In §3, we discuss the

effect of ellipticity on the plateau diffusion in an 1=2 helical

system by using the similar analysis to ref. [3].

§2 Neoclassical Diffusion in the 1/v Regime

To study the neoclassical diffusion we firstly used the

Monte-Carlo method as developed by Boozer and Kuo-Petrovic^ .

These authors used magnetic co-ordinates suitable for transport

studies and allowing the ambipolar electrostatic potential to be

kept constant on a magnetic surface. The model magnetic field

suitable for a study of the non-circular effect is given by

considering a rapid oscillation about the averaged variables

(r~, ~§) which are common to stellarator field analyses,

(2) B = BQ { l - e t ( r ) cos 8 - £h(r) sin(2 "8-19 4> )

- ztCr)d sin( ¥ - 19* ) }.

Here, we have assumed that the elliptic deformation is small,

d « 1 , and magnetic surface is shown by

(3) r - r {1+ d sin (2? - 19 * )}.

We have applied the Monte-Carlo method to the model magnetic

field (2). The 1/v dependence is seen in the neoclassical

diffusion and the coefficient depends, however, on the elliptic-

ity. Fur d >0, the diffusion coefficient becomes larger than the

case of d=0. By analytic calculations, the diffusion coefficient

including the ellipticity is written as
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(4) Dx = (1 + 1.2 d)/v.

As d = 0.3-0.4 in usual i-2 helical systems, the elliptic

deformation degrades the neoclassical transport by about 30-50 %.

The physical mechanism for the enhancement of the transport

may be understood from the collisionless particle orbits in the

model magnetic field. The adiabatic invariant J is given by

(5) J = JQ K 1 / 2 (eh-et d cose)
1/2(E(k2)-(l-k2)K(k2)),

Where k2 = c ~ ( 1 + d ) P cos 9 + aP2

2 ( aP - p d cos6 ) '
e
tC = 1 - y %/K,

2
and « = u 12, p= r/a, J = const.

In the particle orbit theory based on J invariance, the condition
2

k =1 gives the transition point where a localized particle

becomes a blocked or a passing particle, or vice versa. This

condition gives

(6) C = a p2 + (1-d) pcose .

Equation (6) describes a circle with the centre at x. =- (l-d)/2ct .

and y=0 in the (X >)j-) plane where X = pcos6 and y=psino. The

transition circle for d > 0 (C-,) and d < 0 (C2) are schematically

shown in Fig. 1. The transition circle for d = 0 will be located

between C, and Co. In Fig. 1, the torus axis is on the right-

hand side. The localized particles trapped in the helical rip-

ples exist outside the transition circles. For example, we shall

consider a blocked particle starting at point S . It will have

the possibility of becoming localized at P, or Yy- When it be-

comes localized at P,, it may cross the boundary of the confine-

ment region (which is assumed to be circular) at S,. On the

other hand, when the particle becomes localized at ?2> t h e
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possibility of reaching S2 or not crossing the boundary will

increase. In other words, deviation of the particle orbit from

the original magnetic surface becomes larger for d > 0 than d <

0. This may explain the diffusion coefficient (4).

§3 Neoclassical Diffusion in the Plateau Regime

Since non-circular deformation of magnetic surface modifies

the plateau diffusion as (1) in tokamaks, we expect that the

elliptic magnetic surface of the 1=2 helical system affects the

stellarator plateau diffusion ,

(7) Di "TT 2rr f

where fi is cyclotron frequency, uT thermal velocity and t is

rotational transform. There is no explicit dependence on the

ellipticity in (7). We calculate the plateau diffusion in the

model magnetic field given by (2).

We write the distribution function for electrons as f=f +

f, , where f is the unperturbed Maxwellian distribution function.

In the plateau regime where f£, is localized around un= 0, only

the pitch angle scattering part of the collision operator is re-

tained. Particles with û  = 0 moving in the bottom of the

helical ripples satisfying 2 9-19<)> - "72 in (2) contributes to

the diffusion. Also the parallel mirror force due to the

magnetic field modulation may be treated as negligibly small. By

applying these assumptions to a drift kinetic equation written in

the magnetic coordinates,

,f,, ,. t 3 „ 1 \)2 3B 3fo u e ,.z£jl(B) U 3? fl " T ~ f JY T X ~ T3? fl " T CT~F if JY
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is obtained. This equation can be solved by using the method

given in ref. [3]. The solution is shown by

(9) fx = Auff^-SJlJ^in^t-^) exp ^

where

3 veRB<j>
U = - s u.2

A = _ _i£
~2tBo nor 3 f .

Here the model magnetic field B is reduced to

(10) B = B o {1- et (r) cos¥- ert (r) d cos¥} ,

since 29 - 19<f> - f/2 has been used. In the plateau regime, the

particle flux is given by

(ID r

By substituting (9) into (11),

M 2 ) r - - 1 R UT 3, 5 C 4D 4 dn

is obtained, where use has been made of

(Bo\ V 3 1 3B
l~B"/ T T f =m£l D"1 sin m9 •

In the particle flux the ellipticity d enters through C^and Da .

For the model magnetic field (10), C^ = D, = ec("r")(l +

d) and both Ci and D{, with I >_2 are negligible, since £fc(r) and

d are small. Therefore, the elliptic deformation enhances the
2

particle flux by (1 + d) (d > 0) in the plateau regime. If

d =• 0 is assumed, the plateau diffusion (7) is found from the co-

efficient of the density gradient in (12). The reason of the en-

hancement is related to the increase of the radial magnetic drift

velocity by the third term of (10). Since the configuration with

d > 0 is realistic, usual &= 2 helical system is uot optimized
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from the point of view of the neoclassical diffusion in both the

1/v regime and the plateau regime. According to the Monte Carlo

calculation by using the more realistic magnetic field model ,

the plateau diffusion of Heliotron E and ATF-1 type configuration

seems to exceed the usual plateau value (7).
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FIG.- X Drift surfaces of particle in state of transition from
localized to blocked one. Ct and Cj are transition circlet for
d>0and d<0, respectively. P, and Pt are corresponding
transition points. Torus axis is on the right-hand side.
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